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Avant-gard ee Cultur e 

Chapte rr  4: Mappin g a Totalit y of Networks , 
Nodes ,, and Flows 

Thee Discourse s of Publishing , Theory , 
Teaching ,, and Exhibition s 

L'avant-garde,L'avant-garde, c'est la curiositéd'espritappliquée ó un domains 
oüoü les découvertes a faire restent nombreuses et passionnantes. 

RenéRené Clair (1927)1 

Thiss chapter  wil l deal with a variety of practices: publishing and theorisation, 
teachingg and event culture, and last but not least one central part of this chapter  is 
devotedd to an exploration of the various attempt from the avant-garde to overcome 
thee limitin g screening situation of the traditional dispositif of the cinema. In all 
thesee fragments of practices we can recognise how the avant-garde worked towards 
aa reintegration of art into life: art' s function should be different from the cult status 
off  pre-modern art and from the bourgeois autonomous art of the modern period. 
Thee different examples discussed here show the avant-garde on its way to a 
totality ::  by writin g differently about the cinema the avant-garde hoped to influence 
andd change spectators, by venturing into teaching the aim was to transform a futur e 
generationn of practitioners and theoreticians, by organising events the avant-garde 
wantedd to create moments of qualitative transformations, and all these measures 
culminatedd in an effort to create an immersive cinema experience as a possible 
Utopiaa of spectatorship, reception and exhibition. This Utopian promise that 
encompassess technology, film style and spectatorship shows avant-garde ideals at 
itss most obvious: cinema was more than just the films projected. The hope was to 
overcomee any distinction separating screen and auditorium, lif e and art, theory and 
practice,, film and spectator. Thus, the last part of this chapter  on the immersive 
fil mm experience tries to map the Utopian aspirations towards a totality . The attempts 
off  breaking open the codified, distanced and sanitised way of film reception 
demonstratee astutely how the avant-garde wanted to liberate the cinema from its 
twoo gaolers: mass entertainment on the one side and bourgeois art on the other. 

Thee different practices discussed here are all captured at points of 
emergence,, or  - as Michel Foucault would have it - at thresholds. In his 
ArchaeologyArchaeology of Knowledge Foucault has theorised four  different kinds of 
thresholdss that a discourse can cross; yet they are not steps in a logical succession, 
theyy are »neither  regular  nor  homogeneous«: the first  threshold of positivity is 
markedd by »the moment at which a a discursive practice achieves individualit y and 
autonomy«,, the second threshold of epistemologization is reached when a specific 
discoursee »exercises a dominant function [...] over  knowledges for  the thir d 
thresholdd of scientificity to be reached the discourse must comply with »a number 
off  formal criteri a [...and] certain laws for  the construction of propositions*, and 
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thee fourth threshold of formalization is reached once »the scientific discourse 
[...is]]  able, taking itself as a starting-point, to deploy the formal edifice that it 
constitutes«.22 As the avant-garde was at heart a transformative movement, their 
achievementss are best captured in moments of change, even though as a movement 
itt  never  went beyond the threshold of epistemologization. In singling out those 
momentss of transformation a discourse becomes visible at a point where it is 
movingg from one stage to another. Since the avant-garde mainly thrives on 
possibilityy and Utopian promise this chapter  wil l stress the virtual dimensions of the 
avant-gardee - virtual understood as a possibility that has not been actualised (yet). 

4.11 Publishin g as Discours e Formation : Magazines and Book s 
AA few years ago books on the cinema were almost as scarce 

asas intelligent films. To-day the number can fill  a shelf or two... 
HerbertHerbert Read (1932)3 

Onee of the key nodes for  the avant-garde in general, not just for  film, was the 
magazine,, or  as it is sometimes called, »the littl e magazine«. These publication 
organss were established in networks of acquaintances and friends, came out 
irregularly ,, often did not survive more than a couple of numbers and were 
producedd in an amateur  or  artisanal style.4 In fact, their  mode of production is 
similarr  to the films that are produced in a comparable fashion in networks of 
relationss and on the surface all too often they appear  as »poor« and »imperfect« as 
comparedd to the »polished« and outwardly »perfect«, commercial products.5 The 
avant-gardee approached the arts not as distinct disciplines but as a large field that 
couldd not be separated into sharply delineated entities. In their  attempt to map a 
totalit yy many of the general magazines (i.e. not specialised in film) dealt with the 
cinemaa as well as with literature, visual arts, theatre, performance, dance, 
architecturee and other  issues of relevance to those involved in these movements. 
Thee magazines were decidedly transdisciplinary and convincingly internationalist -
oftenn articles were published in their  original language with - or  without -
accompanyingg translation. The magazines as well as the key players involved in 
thee movements formed connections between the key places: they were conduits for 
communicationn in which positions could be outlined and work could be published. 
Thee magazines provided the basis for  inclusion and exclusion (of persons, topics, 
positions)) and guaranteed a measure of exchange that transcended the limited level 
off  friendship and acquaintance. 

Thee number  of general magazines, often short-lived, but often also 
influentiall  until the present day, that have been published in these crucial years 
betweenn 1919 and 1939, especially in the years from the mid-1920s to the mid-
193088 is very hard to estimate. A handful of them reached prominent status. One 
suchh important general magazine that also published on film topics was G. 
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MaterialMaterial zur elementaren Gestaltung. G stands for Gestaltung and publication 
amountedd to six issues from July 1923 to 1926 under the editorship of Hans Richter 
andd supported by, among others, Theo van Doesburg, Werner Graeff, El Lissitzky, 
andd Mies van der Rohe. Al l artist-activists are crucial figures in the exchanges 
betweenn places (Doesburg between the Netherlands and Germany, El Lissitzky 
betweenn the Soviet Union and Germany), between art forms (architecture, film, 
visuall  arts, all also produced texts of »theory«) and between styles (Dada, 
Constructivism,, Surrealism). In this context, Richter and van der Rohe met and 
realisedd similar interests in the regularity of the patterns of modernism. Richter has 
retrospectivelyy remembered this meeting: 

Diee Grundrisse und Plane [eines Hauses, das von der Rohe gerade in Neu-
Babelsbergg baute, MH] sahen in der Tat nicht nur aus wie Mondrians oder meine 
Zeichnungen,, sondern wie Musik, eben jene visuelle Musik, von der wir sprachen, 
iiberr die wir diskutierten, an der wir arbeiteten und die wir im Film realisierten. Das 
warr nicht nur ein GrundriB, das war eine neue Sprache, eben jene, die unsere 
Generationn zu verbinden schien.6 

Onee of the preoccupations of the avant-garde was to find common underlying 
elementss that would connect the arts - like the »Generalbass« (basso continuo) that 
Vikingg Eggeling envisioned or the »spiritual« that Vasily Kandinsky elaborated in 
hiss treatise Über das Geistige in der Kunst (1911). Characteristically, this 
foundationall  moment is either located in the realm of language (hieroglyphs, 
Esperanto,, universal language) or in terms of music (symphony, melody, basso 
continuo).. G was mainly a result of the meeting of the Russian and the German 
Constructivistss while UO under the directorship of Arthur Lehning - who 
commutedd in the 1920s between the cities of modernism Amsterdam, Rotterdam, 
Paris,, and Berlin - was more closely connected to the Dutch scene which was 
particularlyy strong on architecture. UO had sections on architecture (edited by J.J.P. 
Oud)) and on photography and film (edited by Lészló Moholy-Nagy). The magazine 
camee out from January 1927 to June 1929, following in the footsteps of the 
magazinee De Stijl, albeit in a more radical fashion lobbying for a revolutionary 
integrationn of art and life.7 

Inn France besides Andre Breton's La Revolution Surréaliste (1924-29), the 
literaryy journal transition and the magazine documents which in some respects was 
aa successor to Breton's magazine were published in Paris, documents came out in 
1929/300 with Georges Bataille and Carl Einstein as the key figures and a strong 
focuss on ethnography.8 Sometimes magazines exhausted their energy in a very 
shortt time span and came out with very few issues: Germaine Dulac herself 
publishedd only one issue of a magazine Schémas in 1927 which included texts by 
Dulacc and Hans Richter defending abstraction confronted with essays by Henri 
Fescourtt and Jean-Louis Bouquet in support of narrative film.  9 Some magazines 
weree supported by influential institutions such as Die Form published by the 
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WerkbundWerkbund or  the magazine Bauhaus connected to the design and architecture 
schooll  in Weimar  and Dessau. In Frankfur t architecture, design, photography and 
fil mm was dealt with in the magazine Das neue Frankfurt  which came out from 1925 
too 1932. Other  magazines catered to a specific (national) audience such as the 
Hungariann exile magazine Ma (>Today<, 1918-25, published in Vienna). 

Thesee general and transdisciplinary magazines that created a transgeneric 
andd transdisciplinary communication platform for  political, social and cultural 
revolutionariess had their  complimentaries in journals specifically devoted to the 
cinema.. The publishing activity especially between 1927 and 1933 was enormous 
andd the quality as well as quantity of film  magazines only reached the same level 
againn in the 1960s. The English-language magazine Close Up that exhibited its 
outspokenn internationalism by including texts in French and German came out 
fromfrom  July 1927 to December  1933 in Switzerland and it was probably the single 
mostt  important film journal in the interbellum. Anne Friedberg has called the 
journall  transnational, fra/wgender, and transrace as the pronounced 
internationalismm of Close Up paid tribut e to the established geography of 
modernism.. [...] The imagined international reader  of Close Up was a psychically 
slipperyy subject, constructed at the borderlines - geographic, social, sexual and 
nationals100 Maybe there is one factor  to add: /ronritional , as the various activities 
off  the Close C/p-colIective all addressed a situation of crisis that was reflected and 
negotiated,, but also intensified and reinforced. The strength of the avant-garde 
dependedd crucially on a sense of crisis and discontent in the institution cinema 
whilee Close Up added exterritoriality , sexual deviancy, nomadic sensibility and 
overcomingg traditional categories of race. 

Publicationn activities should not be limited to magazines alone: the Film 
SocietySociety of London produced detailed notes accompanying the programmed films 
thatt  were handed out for  the monthly screening.11 Unlike the avant-garde 
magaziness and in keeping with the spirit of the London Film Society these texts 
weree situating films historically and aesthetically, but they were not radical battle 
criess for  change.12 In the 1930s a number  of British magazines continued the 
seriouss discussion of film:  Cinema Quarterly came out from 1932 to 1935 and was 
followedd by World Film News (1936-38) - the first three numbers of the latter  were 
editedd by Hans Feld, formerly editor-in-chief at the most important German trade 
paperr  Film-Kurier.  The editorship was afterwards taken over  by Marion A. 
Grierson,, John Grierson's sister  who was also working within the circles of the 
documentaryy film movement. The founder  of the documentary film  movement was 
aa regular  contributor  to the magazine as well as other  activists involved in it. While 
CinemaCinema Quaterly was published in close vicinit y to the British documentarists with 
manyy collaborators publishing articles, Film Art (the first  number  was called Film) 
whichh was published from 1933 to 1937 was rather  oriented towards formal 
experimentt  and saw itself as a successor  to Close Up which had ceased publication 
shortlyy before Film Art started appearing. If we look at the multitud e of »littl e 
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magazines«« on the cinema, the large number of active film societies - in autumn 
19344 the British Cinema Quaterly remarked that »the film societies movement is 
growingg rapidly throughout the country«13 - as well as the relatively stable number 
off  films produced we can see that the avant-garde did by no means cease to exist in 
thee 1930s. 

Inn Germany the left-wing Volksfilmverband published its magazine Film 
undund Volk from February 1928 until March 1930; after the audience organisation 
fusedd with a theatre organisation the organ of the new Communist oriented 
organisationn was called Arbeiterbiihne und Film, published 1930/31. Otherwise, 
thee German film discourse settled into several different organs; one forum for a 
seriouss discussion of the cinema were quality dailies, mostly liberal in outlook like 
thee Frankfurter Zeitung or the Vossische Zeitung. The Frankfurter Zeitung boasted 
twoo prominent critics, Siegfried Kracauer and Bernhard Diebold, a Swiss citizen 
whoo championed abstract cinema supporting Walt(h)er Ruttmann and Oskar 
Fischinger.. Even the trade press clearly aligned to the film industry (with the two 
importantt dailies Film-Kurier and Lichtbild-Bühnè) often ran articles on the avant-
gardee or by activists and in general showed a keen interest in the developments 
beyondd the industry proper. The fact that publications nominally devoted to an 
audiencee of people active in the film industry were interested in avant-garde affairs 
testifiess to the cross-over potentialities of the movement around 1930. Finally, a 
numberr of general left-leaning magazines like Die Weltbiihne (Hans Siemsen and 
Rudolff  Arnheim being the key writers on the cinema) or Der Querschnitt published 
reviewss as well as longer pieces on the cinema. 

Thee Dutch Filmliga had a monthly publication from 1927 to 1931 which 
nott only ran texts in Dutch, but also exhibited its internationalism like Close Up in 
inn a multilinguality as they printed articles in English, French and German. The 
FilmligaFilmliga invited practitioners from these countries which normally gave their 
presentationss in their native language, addresses that were subsequently printed in 
thee magazine. France boasted several magazines devoted to film within an 
intellectuall  and artistic context: Cinéa ~ Cine pour tous was created in late 1923 
whenn Jean Tedesco took over editorship of Cinéa (1921-23) from the recently 
deceasedd Louis Delluc and merged it with its rival Ciné pour tous (1919-23) ran by 
Pierree Henri. The result of this merger was the single most important French film 
magazinee of the 1920s which not only brought together critics and filmmakers, 
theoreticianss and practitioners, but it also lobbied for a repertory cinema and 
arguedd in general for a film avant-garde. In the late 1920s Jean-Georges Auriol 
publishedd the glossy and elitist magazine La Revue du cinéma (1928-31) which 
echoedd Léon Moussinac's call for a different cinema in both aesthetic and social 
terms.. Other influential specialised film magazines were the popular stars-and-
genress oriented Cinémagazine (from 1921 onwards) on which Robert Florey served 
ass Hollywood correspondent, himself the director of some experimental short in the 
latee 1920s such as THE LIFE AND DEATH OF 9413 - A HOLLYWOOD EXTRA (US 
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1927),, and Photo-Ciné (1927, edited by Jean Dréville). Apart from these journals 
theree were a number of publication either connected to the film industry (like the 
mostt important French trade paper Cinématographie frangaisé) or to the mass 
presss (like Ciné-Miroir, Cinémonde or Pour Vous) besides a flourishing 
publicationn activity in newspapers and general magazines that were all concerned 
withh issues of the avant-garde.14 

Inn many European countries existed one or more magazines devoted almost 
exclusivelyexclusively to film art and to avant-garde filmmaking, general film magazines with 
ann interest in avant-garde filmmaking or cultural publication with an outspoken 
interestt in the cinema.15 In Portugal, for example, several shortlived magazines -
Cinéfilo,Cinéfilo, Animategrafo, Imagen - competed for an avid cinephile audience. Quite 
typically,, editors and authors on these magazines were figures such as actor 
Manoell  de Oliveira who adapted the city symphony to Porto with DOURO, FAINA 

FLUVIA LL  (PT 1931), later filmmaker Antonio Lopes Ribeiro, one of the most 
prolificc directors of the 1940s and 1940s, but also the director of the national 
newsreell  output, and film historian M. Felix Ribeiro, head censor of the autho-
ritariann Salazar-regime and later founding director of the Cinemateca Portuguesa.16 

Thee Soviet Union had the most lively magazine scene apart from France with 
severall  intellectual film journals competing for attention in the 1920s.17 

Whilee the magazines (and to a certain extent newspapers reporting on film) 
providedd active networks and platforms for debates, the more extended pieces 
startedd to settle into book format by the mid-1920s. An (incomplete) list of books 
publishedd in these years shall suffice to substantiate the thesis that those names and 
titless staked the first time a claim for demarcating the evolving field of film theory 
andd history. The books published in this period can be grouped in several waves 
whichh helps to understand the shifting ideas, fashions and alliances. Serious 
publishingg began in the mid-1920s and the decade from 1925 to 1935 was only 
surpassedd in quality and quantity of publication in the 1960s. 

Inn the mid-1920s many of the debates and networks were still characterised 
byy their national scope - consequently, the books primarily addressed a national 
audiencee and national preoccupations. It was only in the second half of the 1920s 
thatt a truly European network and discourse emerged from the overlap and fusion 
off  erstwhile separate institutions. Therefore the first wave of books published 
aroundd 1925 was still characterised by a largely separated audience. Three very 
differentt books came out in German in 1924/25 which all revolved around the 
questionn of film's role within a wider social and cultural context. While Bela 
Balaszz in Der sichtbare Mensch saw the cinema as a pacemaker on the way to a 
visuall  society that would overcome many of the problems of human language, 
Edgarr Beyfuss and A. Kossowsky brought a large number of contributors together 
inn his Kulturfilmbuch - an anthology which conceptualised the cinema as 
occupyingg a position between education, science and national culture. Finally, 
Will ii  Miinzenberg's pamphlet Erobert den Film! put the cinema in the camp of 
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overthrowingg the existing order  and creating a new communist world. As 
differentt  as these three approaches were, they all shared a discontent with the status 
quoo and attempted to open up a futur e for  the cinema different from the situation as 
itt  was. Markedly diverse are the positions from which the three writer s argued: 
Balészz wrote as a critic , but since he was also active as a screenwriter  he occupied 
aa position on the fringes of the industry (much like Will y Haas, another  part-tim e 
screenwriterr  and bright critic) . Beyfuss by contrast was one of the crucial 
instigatorss and innovators of the film production (he was employed with Ufa) and a 
bridge-builderr  between the industry and the avant-garde while Miinzenberg ran an 
internationall  conglomerate of communist media outlets. The fact that all of them 
weree able to occupy multipl e positions - scriptwriter  and criti c (later  also teacher 
andd director), producer  and lecturer, head of a publishing house and propagandist -
testifiess to the flexible nature of film  culture in this period. This was the climate 
fromfrom  which the avant-garde was able to emerge. 

Thee first  wave of serious writin g on the cinema in France appeared at 
aroundd the same time: three influential books were published in French in 1925. 
Georgess Michel Coissac's Histoire du cinématographie was mainly a history of the 
technologicall  and industrial development of the film  whereas Léon Moussinac's 
NaissanceNaissance du cinéma argued from an avant-garde position in which film's  potential 
ass art was based on plastic and rhythmi c elements. Furthermore, Moussinac 
summedd up the evolution of the cinema through various stages in different nations. 
Thee thir d serious contender, Henri Fescourt's and Jean-Louis Bouquet's VIdée et 
l'écran,l'écran, conceptualised cinema as a popular  art of storytelling that was possibly in 
needd of refining its style and method, yet should not revert to abstraction or  pure 
rhythm.. These three books illustrat e central positions of the French discourse in the 
firstfirst  half of the 1920s between the drive towards abstraction and the attempt to 
createe an innovative narrativ e and popular  cinema. In a somewhat similar  vein 
wrotee British film  criti c and founding member of the Film Society of London Iri s 
Barryy in Let's Go to the Pictures (1926) about the cinema as a popular  art form.19 

Thiss initia l wave of books attempted on the one hand to sum up the 
evolutionn of the cinema over  the first  30 years while on the other  hand they wanted 
too point the way in which cinema should and could be advancing. Apart from 
Moussinac'ss and Miinzenberg's treatises this first  round of serious publications on 
thee cinema was characterised by cautionary works geared towards an elevation of 
thee cinema into the canon of the established arts. It appears safe to conclude that 
aroundd 1925 the avant-garde was still a miniscule object that had not yet realised to 
anyy extent the radical potential inherent in the movement. Yet, this would change 
inn a very short time. A few years later  the impact of the Soviet cinema left not only 
aa strong impression on filmmaking  and criticism, but a number  of books attest to 
thee influence that Eisenstein &  Co. had on Western European film  in the second 
halff  of the 1920s. In French Pierre Marchand and René Weinstein reported on L'art 
dansdans la Russie nouvelle: Le cinéma (1917-1926) (1927) while Léon Moussinac 
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explainedd Le cinéma sovietique (1928). German critic Alfred Kerr celebrated 
RussischeRussische Filmkunst (1927) while the Anglo-Swiss POOL-collective published 
Winifredd Bryher's report on Film Problems of Soviet Russia (1929).20 Al l these 
bookss were reactions to the sudden and unexpected appearance of the Soviet 
montagee cinema. Whereas the books that were published around 1925 still 
originatedd from a frame mostly defined by national culture and language, the 
receptionreception of the Soviet cinema acted as a unifying element for the separate schools 
andd styles. Thanks to the wave of Soviet films a certain synchronicity was achieved 
inn the major avant-garde centres of Western Europe. Moreover, the »Russenfilme« 
carriedd the forceful promise that film could be and would be an agent of social, 
politicall  and cultural change - the cinema took on a new urgency and significance 
forr many observers. Even though these films were often halted by censorship and 
nott seen by huge audiences their discursive promise and battle cry was heard 
widely.. As I have elaborated in chapter five on the imaginary dimension of the 
Soviett cinema, the art and culture of the young and revolutionary country was an 
avant-gardee promise by the fact of its sheer existence. Or, to most conservative 
oberserver,, it meant the threat of imminent revolution.21 

Justt as the film societies and ciné-clubs peaked around 1930, a number of 
importantt books came out in these crucial years when the avant-garde seemed on 
thee verge of a breakthrough into a mass movement. Accompanying the Werkbund-
exhibitionn »Film und Foto«, in itself an international affair, was a pair of books on 
photographyy and the cinema: Hans Richter's Filmgegner von heute - Filmfreunde 
vonvon morgen (1929) and Werner Graeff s Es kommt der neue Photograph! (1929). 
Thesee two books formulated a programme of an alternative aesthetic and social use 
off  audiovisual media supported by many examples. Richter*  s and Graeff s 
publications,, along with the touring exhibition and the film programmes, formed a 
veritablee media offensive. Also in 1929 two radical books were published: Léon 
Moussinac'ss Panoramique du cinéma lobbied - among other things - for the 
foundationn of an international library and cinematheque to preserve the heritage of 
thee cinema; in the most important Dutch book on film theory before World War 
Two,, Cinema Militans, Menno ter Braak argued for a cinema built on the 
parameterss of rhythm and form. Only a year later Paul Rotha of the London Film 
Societyy joined ranks with The Film Till  Now (1930) which proved to be an 
influentiall  film history well into the postwar era.22 One can already sense a decisive 
shiftt from the immediate years before 1930 in which the radical transformation of 
cinemaa appeared imminent to contemporary observers while Rotha*  s book was one 
off  the first concise histories of the cinema, testifying to the sense that the past was 
gainingg ground over the future. A similar development took place in all centres of 
thee avant-garde: Guido Bagier wrote on Der kammende Film in 1928 looking 
optimisticallyy forward to sound cinema while Rudolf Arnheim's swan song for 
silentt cinema Film als Kunst (1932, translated the following year into English) only 
aa few years later cast a nostalgic glance back on an era. Béla Batósz' summary Der 
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GeistGeist des Films came out in 1930, while C.A. Lejeune's cautious collection 
CinemaCinema was published in 1931, and Ilj a Ehrenburg's influential novel Die 
TraumfabrikTraumfabrik was translated into German in 1931. While these works in some 
respectss still illustrat e the enthusiasm and high hopes they nevertheless already 
displayy the fault lines along which the avant-garde differentiated.23 Some writer s 
(Ehrenburg,, Moussinac, Richter) believed in the revolutionary capacities of the 
cinemaa while others (ter  Braak, Arnheim) were ultimately more interested in 
formall  parameters of film.  Yet, for  a short moment these preoccupations 
overlappedd and the intersection of these two sectors could form the avant-garde. 
Lejeunee worked as a film  criti c for  British mainstream newspapers and argued in 
favourr  of an ambitious art cinema. Bagier  was a protagonist of the introduction of 
soundd in Germany that was supported by large capital interests (Siemens &  Halske, 
AEG),, yet he gave commissions for  early sound films to Walter  Ruttmann and 
foundedd a ciné-club with Hans Richter. 

Nonetheless,, the most lasting impression possibly was made by the many 
translationss of Russian theory that were circulating in these years: a German 
editionn of Filmregie und Filmmanuskript was available in 1928 and an English one 
off  On Film Technique in 1929 (the expanded version was translated by Montagu as 
FilmFilm  Technique and Film Acting in 1933-35) and the release of Sergei Eisenstein's 
STAROEE I NOVOE (SU 1926-29, >The Old and the New<) was accompanied by a 
Germann book, to mention only some book-length studies.24 The reception of Soviet 
theoryy is in many respects characterised by an »Ungleichzeitigkeit«, to borrow a 
termm from Ernst Bloch, a seemingly temporal synchronicity which nevertheless 
testifiess to an uneven development, to different states that coexist in the same time. 
Dzigaa Vertov provides a good example for  this paradox temporality: Vertov was a 
pioneerr  of revolutionary filmmaking  and groundbreaking theory in the early 1920s 
Soviett  Union, but he only got known in the West in 1929 when he travelled 
extensivelyy in Western Europe, gave lectures in major  filmmaking  and avant-garde 
centress and translations of his texts were published in important magazines. The 
receptionn of Soviet theory in the West was decidedly different from the Soviet 
receptionn as Vertov was read at a time when he was under  attack in the Soviet 
Unionn from the increasingly conservative nomenklatura, but also from the young 
turk ss of Novy Lef. This inversed perspective explains some of the peculiarities of 
thee Western European reception. On the whole, one can read the development of 
thee avant-garde through the publishing activities: from humble beginnings to a 
multiplicatio nn of magazines the peak was reached with numerous translations of 
Soviett  directors appearing around 1930. After  1930 the stream became wider, but 
alsoo more steady and calm: whereas before film's  radical novelty and difference 
andd the promise of its possibilities had carried a revolutionary furour . The 1930s 
showedd a functional differentiation in which the amateur  movement, the 
documentaryy movement, political filmmaking  and other  streaks departed and the 
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cross-overr potential that had pushed the avant-garde forward receded into the 
background. . 

Too fully comprehend the avant-garde it is important to realise the aspect of 
thee media offensive. Even the canonised network nodes have only been uncovered 
partly:: it is generally known that Close Up was an influential film journal, but there 
wass a whole institution formed around. Anne Friedberg has described the trans-
nationall  nature of the venture: »Close Up hoped to combine the climate of alter-
nativee production and exhibition established by the French ciné-clubs and cinéastes 
withh the stylistic lessons of Soviet experimentation with montage and from this 
fertilee hybrid, to help revitalize the British cinema. «^ Under the label POOL which 
wass formed around the editorial triumvirate of H.D., Kenneth MacPherson, and 
Bryherr eight books were published between 1927 and 1929 - four of them on film: 
Oswaldd Blakestone's examinations of studio lif e Through a Yellow Glass, 1928, 
Ericc Eliot's technical manual Anatomy of Motion Picture Art, 1928, Bryher's study 
off  the Soviet cinema Film Problems of Soviet Union, 1929, and of British film 
studioss Extra Passenger, 1930. Moreover, POOL produced three short films -
WIN GG BEAT (CH 1927, H.D.)26, FOOTHILLS (CH 1929), and MONKEY'S MOON 

(CHH 1929) - and one feature-length film: BORDERLINE (CH 1930, Kenneth 
MacPherson).. Except for this last film which has entered the list of classics 
availablee and is screened on a more or less regular basis the books as well as the 
shortt films are virtually unknown. Instead of being a stand-alone periodical Close 
UpUp was an element of a much wider Medienverbund in which ideas about film 
weree developed, discussed and made public. The existence of this media concept 
dependedd crucially on the financial contributions of a patron: Bryher had inherited 
aa considerable fortune from his father which he used for the financing of various 
avant-gardee and modernist activities.27 Independence hinged on personal wealth in 
thiss case - one of the crucial issues for the avant-garde that was never solved. 
Otherr examples of alternative networks can be discerned in Will i Miinzenberg's 
empiree (copying strategies employed by industry magnates such as the right-wing 
Alfredd Hugenberg) or in the attempts of the Dutch Filmliga. Publishing in these 
yearss was normally seen as an element of an attempt at restructuring the cinema. 

4.22 Teachin g 
[Zweck[Zweck des Bauhauses] ist die geistige, handwerkliche und technische 

DurchbildungDurchbildung schbpferisch begabter Menschen zur bildnerischen 
Gestaltungsarbeit,Gestaltungsarbeit, besondersfiir den Bau und die Durchfiihrung 

praktischerpraktischer Versuchsarbeit, besondersfiir Hausbau und Hauseinrichtung, 
sowiesowie die Entwicklung von Modelltypenfiir Industrie und Handwerk. 

BauhausBauhaus (1926)28 

Teachingg film is a topic that has so far not garnered a lot of interest in film history. 
Certainn institutions have produced brochures, books or texts on their own history, 
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butt  they are mostly self-celebratory and often produced on the occasion of 
anniversaries.. Despite the negligence in film studies I believe that teaching and 
vocationall  trainin g were an integral element of the avant-garde conception of 
restructurin gg the cinema: by creating a new generation of practitioners one could 
guaranteee the sustained activities of the institutions and networks, by passing on 
ideass the avant-garde strived for  the multiplyin g position of the teacher. Quite 
logically,, teaching should not be seen as a secondary or  tertiar y job taken on to 
increasee status or  to make a living, but in its attempt to stabilise and sustain an 
alternativee network of film culture, teaching logically occupies a central position. 
Moreover,, teaching also requires an active reflection on the practice that otherwise 
oftenn goes unquestioned; thus, teaching reinforces the tendency to theorise and 
reflectt  upon practice already inherent in the avant-garde. Teaching always 
presupposess a certain measure of self-reflexivity. In a systemic logic, teaching 
couldd be seen as a step towards the self-reflexive auto-poeisis of the system. The 
constructivee reproduction of the avant-garde position achieved through teaching 
couldd lead to stabilisation and autonomy of the system. The more people were 
drawnn to avant-garde convictions, the more support could be expected for  the 
networkk of films, magazines, screening clubs and cinemas. Not coincidentally, it 
wass in the Soviet Union that the first film  school was founded - the avant-garde 
spiritt  of the revolutionary country was sure that the education of a new generation 
wass a paramount task in the construction of a communist reality.29 Teaching in the 
Soviett  Union not only began earlier  and was undertaken in a more intensive 
mannerr  than in other  countries, it also was most experimental in form: traditional 
hierarchiess were toppled, conservative teaching methods were discarded and 
radicall  forms were put to the test. Especially teaching methods modelled on project 
workk or  workshop situation fitted well within avant-garde conceptions of 
overcomingg distinctions between theory and practice. 

Inn France (cycles of) lectures were a mainstay of the flourishing scene of 
ciné-clubss that developed at first in Paris and later  spread throughout the country. 
Whil ee the orientation of many societies was not on teaching per se, conferences 
(i.e.. extended introductions to films or  evaluations afterwards) soon evolved into 
lecturee cycles that could be classified at attempts to systematise and mediate ideas 
andd conceptions about the cinema. A first  major  series of lectures was held in 
conjunctionn with the exhibition ^'Expositio n de Tart dans Ie cinéma francais« at 
thee Musée Galliera in May and June of 1924, a second cycle in October  1924. 
Talkss were given by central figures of the avant-garde scene such as Léon 
Moussinac,, Marcel L'Herbier , Jaque Catelain, Robert Mallet-Stevens, Jean Epstein 
andd others.30 A year  later  the new Ciné-club de France organised a lecture cycle at 
thee recently opened Thé&tre du Vieux Colombier from 28 November  1925 to 20 
Februaryy 1926 with a similar  cast of speakers: Jean Epstein, Jean Tedesco, 
Germainee Dulac, Marcel L'Herbier. 31 Contrary to commercial cinema which sold 
thee cinema experience as such, the avant-garde created a whole system with 
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magaziness and lectures as an integral part of a new kind of cinema. Yet, with the 
possiblee exception of Moussinac's Les amis de Spartacus, the French institutions 
weree not radical in their teaching formats. Lectures and other formats of frontal 
teachingg reinforce a hierarchy between teacher and pupil and a situation in which 
knowledgee originates with a figure of authority contrary to avant-garde ideals. 

Withinn the circles of the European avant-garde of the 1920s the Bauhaus 
wass probably the institution that went furthest towards realising crucial avant-garde 
ideals:: breaking down the distinction between lif e and art (working and living 
spacess are pushed into one another in Gropius' building in Dessau), tearing down 
thee separation between the arts, overcoming the limitations of the studio, putting 
ideass into practice (in the settlement Dessau-Torten of Walter Gropius and the 
LaubenganghauserLaubenganghauser of Hannes Meyer as well as in Gropius' Arbeitsamt) and 
connectingg the production of art-works and crafts-work with teaching and debating, 
theorisingg and publishing {Bauhaus-Biicher). In the Bauhaus this impulse of 
turningg an aesthetic revolution into a social revolution was strongest, yet in 
retrospectt it was only really Utopian in the short years of the Weimar Republic 
whenn a relative stability (1924-29) allowed it to prosper during the stint at Dessau. 
Thee dual teaching system of combining craftsmanship and art aimed at overcoming 
distinctionss such as between theory and practice, creativity and technique or form 
andd content.32 In this respect, the Bauhaus was one of the few attempts for realising 
avant-gardee ideas over a certain duration, at a specific place and with a relatively 
stablee personnel. Crucially, the Bauhaus adopted the metaphor of the laboratory in 
whichh teaching (and research) was an integral part of cultural development. 

Talkingg more specifically about film, Laszló Moholy-Nagy was the key 
figuree to work in photography and cinema at the Bauhaus. Originally hired in 
Marchh 1922 as a successor to Johannes Itten for giving the general introductory 
coursee (»Vorkurs«) and as director of the metal workshop, Moholy-Nagy was later 
teachingg photography and also responsible for film activities at the Bauhaus. Yet, 
practicall  film work only happened seldomly and intermittently as the Bauhaus 
neverr managed to establish a veritable film workshop, one of the reasons why 
Moholy-Nagyy moved to Berlin in 1928 to pursue filmmaking.33 Film activities took 
placee within the context of the institution at irregular intervals, for example the 
screeningg of a film programme on the occasion of the opening of the famous 
Gropius-buildingg in Dessau. This new complex of connected buildings had an 
auditoriumm equipped for cinema and the programme consisted of documentary and 
educationall  films.34 Published at the Bauhaus in the celebrated series of books was 
Moholy-Nagy'ss influential treatise on painting, photography and film.35 In 1930, 
twoo years after Moholy-Nagy had departed as a teacher from the Bauhaus, then-
directorr Hannes Meyer reported to the mayor of Dessau that he had secured the 
collaborationn of Dziga Vertov and Hans Richter as teachers.36 Yet, before the 
coursee started, the institution had to leave Dessau for political reasons the same 
yearr (the Nazis became part of the city government and cancelled the financial and 
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organisationall  support) and Meyer resigned as director. The Bauhaus was 
continuedd by Mies van der Rohe in Berlin with a strong focus on architecture, so 
thiss collaboration and venturing of the Bauhaus into the cinema did not materialise. 
Inn the mid-1920s while still at the Bauhaus Moholy-Nagy was still hoping for the 
fil mm industry as the sponsor of an experimental film school: 

meine,, unsere kraftausgabe wird form in anregungen, vorschlagen, planen, 
»manuskripten«,, theorien. sache der anderen, sagen wir der industrie, ware es, die 
kraftausgabee nach der andern seite auf sich zu nehmen: namlich die mittel zur 
verfügungg zu stellen, da, wo man etwas zu erwarten hat. zu erwarten, da liegt die 
aufgabee der untersttitzenden faktoren, da, wo schon »bewiesen« wurde, ist keine 
aufgabee mehr zu lösen.37 

Thee turn from the Utopian attempt to reconcile art and lif e towards a more 
functionalistt and pragmatic approach is apparent in the transition from the 
Bauhaus'Bauhaus' initial dogma of a »Synthese von Kunst und Handwerk am Bau« (1919, 
»Thee synthesis of art and handicraft in building«) to the new slogan »Kunst und 
Technikk - eine neue Einheit« (1923, »Art and technology - a new unity«). On the 
onee hand this turn illustrates a new realism that no longer hopes for an esoteric new 
humann being and a clear acceptance of facts, but on the other it also runs the 
dangerr of falling victim to an ideology of pure efficiency devoid of Utopian 
expectations.. One possible solution might be to see functionalism not as the 
soullesss dictatorship of efficiency, but to reconsider functionalism as including 
emotionall  and affective aspects of the individual.38 

Forr an understanding of the avant-garde it is crucial to see that teaching 
formss a central part of their whole strategy. Moholy-Nagy traversed all traditional 
borderss between the arts as he worked in painting and photography, film and 
sculpture,, typography and graphic design, scenography, shop window and 
exhibitionn design. Yet, and maybe above all, he was a theoretician and a teacher 
whoo in true avant-garde fashion never severed artistic production from vocational 
workk or theorising. He taught all his lif e at various institutions, most famously at 
thee Bauhaus, but also in England and the United States: 

19299 forderte er die Verantwortlichen in Staat und Kommune auf, von den 
>liberlebtenn Malerakademien< Abstand zu nehmen und an ihrer Stelle >Lichtstudios< 
zuu gitinden, in denen Lehrer und Studierende das seiner Meinung nach modernste 
Gestaltungsmittell  der Gegenwart erforschen und meistern lernen könnten. Acht 
Jahree spater kam er in seinem Londoner Exil erneut auf diesen Vorschlag zuriick. 
Inzwischenn war der Name, den die neue Lehranstalt haben sollte, anspruchsvoller 
geworden:: >Academy of Light< sollte sie heiBen. 1939 schlieBlich fuhrte er in die 
Arbeitt im >Lichtatelier< als Pflichtkursus fur ieden Studierenden an der von ihm in 
Chicagoo gegriindeten >School of Design< ein. 
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Moholy-Nagyy called on the state to found studios, schools or workshops for 
educationall  and experimental purposes - the question of in/dependence was not 
onlyy within film circles highly debated, but formed a key issue for the 
constructivistt avant-garde which aimed at a transformation of life and art and tried 
too address a wide public by going into sectors of industrial design. Thus, the 
problemm arose who the avant-garde should choose as a sponsor and source of 
income. . 

Ass the Bauhaus was never able to install a workshop for film, it remained a 
marginall  place for the cinema, just as Moholy-Nagy's film experiments date from a 
timee after quitting the school. Important teaching activities were often taking place 
withinn the framework of film societies. In November/December of 1929, Sergej 
Eisensteinn and Hans Richter were giving a three weeks-course for the Film Society 
Studyy Group, a subdivision of the London Film Society. Hans Richter has 
retrospectivelyy remembered this workshop: 

Ivorr Montagu, Neffe des Direktors der Bank von England, der auch bei der La 
Sarraz-Tagungg erschienen war, hatte Eisenstein eingeladen, ein paar Vortrage in der 
vonn Montagu geleiteten Film-Society in London zu halten. (Mich bat er, dort einen 
Workshop-Kurss zu geben.) Derweil wollte Montagu versuchen, fur Eisenstein ein 
Hollywood-Engagementt abzuschliefien, um ihm endlich eine angemessene 
Produktionsmöglichkeitt auch auBerhalb der Sowjetunion zu geben. Die 
Vortragsabendee fanden unter intensivster Beteiligung aller derer start, die sich spater 
einenn Namen in der britischen Filmproduktion, besonders in der Dokumentarfilm-
Produktionn machten.40 

Eisensteinn lectured in English, while Richter shot a short film with the students, 
EVERYDAYY (GB 1929/1975) which was only edited much later into a film. Among 
thee participants of the workshop were later prominent figures of the British 
documentaryy movement such as Basil Wright, Mark Segal, Lionel Britton, Michael 
Hankinsonn and Len Lye. Six lecturers were given by Eisenstein from 19 to 29 
Novemberr 1929 on the following topics: script technique, montage and rapid 
editing,, conflict and solution, first form of expression: psychology, second form of 
expression:: montage, third form of expression: allegory.41 In Britain, vocational 
activityy and filmmaking was perhaps as closely intertwined as elsewhere only in 
thee Soviet Union. John Grierson for example was not running his film units with 
thee ambition to become a »director« or even »artists« in the conventional sense. He 
wantedd to firmly establish film as a medium of persuasion and reform, run a state-
sponsoredd agency and give training to a number of young activists. In fact, a 
contemporaryy observer like the emigre photographer Wolfgang Suschitzky 
rememberss Grierson and Rotha not so much as filmmakers, but primarily as 
teachers: : 

Beidee wollten lehren, glaube ich. Grierson war ein Akademiker und umgab sich mit 
Leutenn aus Cambridge und Oxford. Er hatte nur sehr wenige Vorkenntnisse über 
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Filmm und lernte alles, was er über Rim wusste, in der praktischen Erfahrung. [...] 
Griersonn und Rotha wollten die Menschen in diesem Land über Armut und über 
Medizinn und Gesundheit aufklaren. Rotha schrieb mehrere Bücher. [...] Er war ein 
Filmtheoretiker.. Er schrieb zum Beispiel über russische Filme, die hier in England 
fastt ganzlich unbekannt waren, weil sie zensiert wurden. Wir hatten aber die 
Möglichkeit,, manche Filme von Vertov, Pudovkin und Eisenstein in privaten 
Vorstellungenn zu sehen. Es gab einen Filmklub und ein Kino in Regent Street, die 
importiertee russische Filme zeigten.42 

Whenn John Grierson set up his film unit one of his first activity was to introduce 
regularr screenings of films made outside the Empire Marketing Board. On the one 
hand,, this helped Grierson to shape his ideas of how propaganda was handled in 
otherr countries, on the other it also provided illustrative material for the aspiring 
filmmakersfilmmakers in Grierson's unit. Grierson himself described these viewing sessions: 

[W]ee must have seen every propaganda film in existence between Moscow and 
Washington.. We certainly prepared the first surveys of the propaganda and 
educationall  services of the principal Governments. We ran, too, a school of cinema 
wheree all the films we thought had a bearing on our problem were brought together 
andd demonstrated in whole or part, for the instruction of Whitehall.... We had all the 
documentariess and epics worm a damn; though, in calculation of our audience, we 
hadd perforce to change a few endings and consider some of the close-ups among the 
lesss forceful arguments.43 

Thee films being screened resemble a typical programme from the film societies: a 
handfull  of the German and French avant-garde and abstract classics (Walter 
Ruttmann,, Alberto Cavalcanti) mixed with many Soviet montage films and the 
additionn of Robert Flaherty's films which held special significance for Grierson. 

Inn Germany, the left-wing Volksfilmverband organised several courses on 
filmfilm  topics: the first issue of the new organ of the society, Film und Volk, 
announcedd a film course by Bela Balasz that was accompanied by screenings and 
rann over several Sundays.44 Erwin Piscator, to turn to another example from 
Germann left-wing activists, was one of the most celebrated innovators in the 
theatre.. He had pioneered the use of projected film in his theatre shows in the 
1920s45,, on which George Grosz, Curt Oertel, Walter Ruttmann, Leo Lania, Svend 
Noldan,, Lészló Moholy-Nagy, Albrecht Viktor Blum and others collaborated.46 In 
19299 he initiated a school for theatre and film in Berlin with the intention of 
educatingg a new generation of theatre workers while at the same time acting as a 
laboratoryy for his many theatre projects. With the introduction of sound film, 
Piscatorr saw an increased influence of the theatre on the cinema. Responsible as 
teacherss for the film section were Lészló Moholy-Nagy, Béla Balasz, Carl Oertel, 
Guttmann,, Hanns Eisler, Leo Lania.47 Many more avant-garde activists can be seen 
inn this line. In Paris, Germaine Dulac taught film at the Ecole Technique de 
Photographiee et de Cinematographic in the 1930s.48 
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Despitee all these crucial teaching activities in France, Germany, England, 
thee Netherlands and other Western countries the hotbed of teaching was the Soviet 
Unionn in terms of intensity as well as regarding the innovation of new methods. 
Vancee Kepley has examined the workshop of Lev Kuleshov in more detail which 
wass characterised by three interrelated aspects: »an interest in the precision of 
sciencee [...,] the social influence of modern industrial practice [...and] the tradition 
off  pragmatism in pedagogy«.49 In fact, education was a crucial factor after the 
Bolshevikss had seized power as they realised that the future of the revolution 
dependedd on a re-education of both an elite to lead the country, but also of the 
massess that would advance the country at the basis of farm and factory work. Thus, 
whilee the cinema played a central role in the instruction of the masses (due partly 
too the widespread analphabetism, but also in a push for new methods of 
persuasion),, filmmaking itself was to be advanced by breeding a next generation of 
practitionerss who would carry on the task of creating a truly Soviet cinema. In this 
perspective,, the cinema has first and foremost an instructional value that in turn 
givess rise to its social use value. Aesthetic experiments are in this perspective 
neitherr an end in themselves nor a valued category, but only necessary insofar as 
thee new times required a new style for creating a new man. Not surprisingly then, 
manyy of the most valued Soviet film filmmakers (including Kuleshov, Eisenstein, 
Pudovkinn and Vertov) devoted considerable time of their career to teaching and 
buildingg up the State Film Institute (the first of its kind) - an activity quite 
unthinkablee in Hollywood in any period (where most directors only start teaching, 
iff  at all, once they retire from active filmmaking). While this has often been 
interpretedd in traditional historiography as a retreat from the heavily policed public 
spheree of the Stalinist 1930s, it remains questionable if the education of the next 
generationn would be less decisive and politicised for the state than filmmaking. If 
thosee activists denounced as »formalists« were considered to be completely 
unreliablee (i.e. if that was the reason why the directors were »not allowed« to make 
filmss anymore), one would have hardly trusted them to educate the next generation 
off  filmmakers. I rather believe that the more experimental work of the 1920s was 
seenn in the following decade as a phase, necessary yet passing, and that those in the 
forefrontt of the development in the 1920s were still useful, yet in another function. 
Thus,, education was a suitable field for this first wave of innovators of the Soviet 
cinemaa as they would communicate the revolutionary fervour of the first decade of 
thee Soviet cinema to the students. 

Thee Moscow-based State Film Institute (GTK) has often been called the 
firstfirst film school in the world. Even though there were simultaneous activities in 
Petrograd,, these proved to be rather short-lived courses dealing with cinema while 
thee State Film Institute had a lasting influence on further developments in teaching 
film.film.  It was founded in 1919 when the authorities realised that the majority of the 
expertss of the Tsarist cinema had fled the country and that specialists were badly 
neededd in all technical aspects of filmmaking. In an effort to make the education of 
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thosee specialists efficient and centralised, Vladimir Gardin was appointed to set up 
suchh a film school which started classes in the summer of 1919.50 Despite the 
revolutionaryrevolutionary utopianism of the early Soviet Union the atmosphere at the State 
Filmm Institute has been characterised as a »spirit of pragmatism«51. While this 
mightt be true, the attention to project work, problem solving and hands-on learning 
didd also adhere to avant-garde ideals of the artist-engineer. Over the course of the 
1920s,, the improvised vocational school developed into an established institute of 
higherr education (the Soviet version of a university). Simultaneously, the emphasis 
off  teaching shifted from hands-on project work to a more formalised and abstract 
academicc training. Estimates as to the success of this undertaking differ widely. 
Somee have lauded the installation of the school and its innovative approaches to 
teachingg while others have pointed out the practical problems resulting from a lack 
off  funds and experience.52 A crucial example was Kuleshov's workshop which was 
activee from 1922 to 1926. In these courses Kuleshov tried to break with tried 
formulass of teaching: 

Inn Kuleshov's application of project teaching, research and training went hand-in-
hand.. There was no scholastic tradition to be passed on but a new field, cinema, to be 
exploredd by teacher and student alike. [...] Classes ignored most tried academic 
rituals.. [...] No formal grades were ever issued. [...] A sense of shared responsibility 
governedd the classes.53 

Ass already mentioned earlier, Kuleshov and his students started staging »films 
withoutt film«, turning necessity into advantage as no film material was available 
andd the workshop was attempting to emulate editing and rapid scene transition on a 
theatree stage. These productions can be seen as »a scientific inquiry into the nature 
off  cinema [...] as a de facto laboratory: [Pudovkin] consciously imitated the rituals 
andd rhetoric of science to justify his theoretical claims.-»54 The »films without film« 
alsoo followed the wider cultural logic of the Soviet Union before the first Five-
Year-Plann came into effect: the arts were able to open upon an Utopian field on 
whichwhich the hope of future development could be projected. As reality was so 
shockinglyy desolate that it could not act as a measuring stick anyway, wildly 
futuristicc ideas could be tried out. Just as architects were drawing plans that would 
bee never realised, so Kuleshov's workshop staged films that were never (meant to 
be)) shot The strategy discernible in the Soviet film school serves to illustrate the 
multi-levell  approach that the avant-garde took: making different films was just one 
element,, the main purposes of the activity was rather to make film differently - to 
restructuree the institution cinema, especially the relationship between spectator and 
film. film. 

Thee State Film Institute was founded as a tekhnikum, a practical school for 
vocationall  training organised around workshops and practical work. Within the 
four-yearr teaching period, students worked closely with mentors - most of the big 
namess of Soviet cinema taught at one time or another at the school - and were also 
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involvedd in production work outside the school context. While this scheme partly 
greww out of necessity, it also illustrates an approach to cinema that combines 
intellectuall  development with practical work. After several restructuring efforts in 
thee 1920s under the direct influence of Lunarcharski the school became more of an 
academicc institute, yet what remained from the initial spirit was the proximity of 
filmmakerss to the institute. In 1932 Eisenstein was added as a permanent member 
too the school's faculty and he brought many collaborators with him like Esfir Shub 
whoo led the editing section in Eisenstein*  s directing classes. Simultaneous to this 
recognitionn that film required a wide context was the institution of a film archive. 
Thee GTK founded its cinematheque in 1931 starting with a collection of 500 Soviet 
andd foreign films. In 1932 an »Office for the History of Soviet Film« was founded. 
Finallyy in 1934 Nikolai Lebedev, a film historian, was appointed as head of the 
institutionn marking the increased status of history, archive and canon in the Soviet 
contextt - yet, in tune with developments in other countries. It was this functional 
differentiationn into film history, vocational film education, archiving, screening 
alternativee films and the cinema in the service of the national that is characteristic 
off  the 1930s.55 

4.33 Event Culture : Exhibitions , Conferences , Festiva l 
...a...a La Sarraz c'est d'armement qu'il est question, armement 

rapiderapide et minutieux, mobilisation générale de toutes les 
unitesunites agissantes, preparation de plans de campagne 

définisdéfinis en vue d 'assurer aufilm artistique sa place au soleil et 
auxaux gourmets des salles obsures un regal, au moins, par semaine. 

FreddyFreddy Chevalley (1929)56 

Whilee the formation of a steady base of subscribing supporters and regular 
screeningscreening activities was instrumental for the creation of an alternative cinema 
culture,, another necessary activity for the construction of an international network 
wass the organisation of events which could draw together many different activists 
whilee also mobilising an audience and creating a public sphere. These events can 
bee seen as trial runs for a different kind of cinema culture: while the film societies 
withh their local constituencies, the logistic, financial and organisational limitations 
off  obtaining films and guests and their relatively long breaks between activities 
couldd at best achieve a circumscribed activity, special events tried to create a 
temporaryy Utopia. Especially the meeting in La Sarraz (and to a lesser degree the 
exhibitionn in Stuttgart) can be seen as trial runs for an avant-gardistic future in 
whichh films were reintegrated into lif e and the avant-garde would rest on a broad 
internationall  basis of support. Some of these events were planned and executed by 
thee film industry and offered the avant-garde a side-bar or a specific section where 
theyy could gather within a larger context, sometimes - as in the cases of the events 
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inn Stuttgart or La Sarraz - they were specifically organised by and for the avant-
garde.. These events that I wil l discuss here were even more trans-national than the 
fil mm clubs because they aimed at international audiences and their event character 
motivatedd many key figures of the film avant-garde to participate. 

Everyy country had its energy centre which acted as a kind of metronome for 
thee wider context of alternative cinema culture: in France it was the cluster of 
cinemass and ciné-clubs in Paris devoted to experimental work, in Britain it was the 
FilmFilm Society of London later joined by the nation-wide Workers' Film Societies, in 
thee Netherlands it was the Filmliga based in Amsterdam and Rotterdam and in 
Germanyy it was divided by the fault line between the artistic circles and the 
politicall  activists, yet also pretty closely woven with some activists constantly 
transgressingg the invisible line. Even though the search for an origin and a »first 
time«« that Ivor Montagu articulates in his retrospective appraisal of the Film 
SocietySociety is highly problematic in historiographic terms, it is nevertheless noteworthy 
howw he recognises all the different sectors that the Film Society was active in: 

Wee were the first to hold a public exhibition of set designs (Leni), a public 
discussionn of a feature (after MOTHER), a lecture of practice (Pudovkin's paper 
>Doingg Without Actors<) and an instructional course on theory (Eisenstein's, 
attendedd by a scintillating array of current and future British directors and 
technicians).57 7 

Onee could take issue with some of Montagu's contentions (arguing for other places 
andd times), but it would prove ultimately futile who and when the first time was as 
thee Soviet Union as much as France could claim similar incidences for their 
nationall  cinema culture. Montagu even forgets to mention the innovation of 
teachingg with Hans Richter' s course on practical film making which was taking 
placee together with Eisenstein's theory seminar. Nevertheless, Montagu 
demonstratess a clear grasp of the scope of activity typical of these alternative 
movements. . 

Onee of the first formats that was used besides screening clubs were 
exhibitions:: they had an important function as they could draw together at a 
specificc place and for a limited period of time more energy than could be generated 
inn (ir)regular weekly or monthly activities. Exhibitions were nodes to focus energy, 
cross-roadss where biographical, stylistic and national paths would cross while also 
showcasess in which a wider public was addressed than that normally attending the 
fil mm societies. Moreover, exhibitions could lend an important support for the 
legitimisationn of film as an accepted art form. By emulating strategies typical of the 
visuall  arts, the cinema attempted to increase its status as an art form. Nor 
surprisingly,, France with its intellectual and artistic scene was the pacemaker as far 
ass exhibitions were concerned. The ciné-club ran by Ricciotto Canudo, Club des 
amisamis du septième art (CASA), was frequented by artists and intellectuals. Through 
theirr joint effort they were able to include film programmes and lectures on film in 
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thee prestigous Salon d'Automne, a visual art exhibition. For three years, from 1921 
too 1924, the film programme ran back to back with the exhibition and often 
fragmentsfragments accompanied the lectures making this event also a pioneer in early 
teachingg activity. The increasing convergence of different ciné-clubs and the 
generallyy favourable devotion to the cinema in Parisian intellectual circles led to a 
majorr exhibition on the cinema from May through October 1924 at the Musée 
Galliera,Galliera, the »Exposition de Tart danss Ie cinéma francais«.58 

Thee situation in Germany was markedly different: whereas in France the 
avant-gardee movement emerged clearly from the ranks of intellectuals and artists in 
literaturee or visual arts, the proximity of avant-garde and industry in Germany was 
muchh closer than in other countries. In retrospect it is difficult to judge if this is 
ratherr a cause or an effect of the orientation of the German avant-garde towards 
constructivism,, just as French filmmaking was inspired by concepts such as 
photogenicphotogenic and lyrical or musical analogies.59 Exhibitions in Germany were 
characterisedd by a relatively strong film industry presence (compared to France) 
thatt occasionally crossed over into avant-garde circles. One regular event was the 
FunkausstellungFunkausstellung (radio communication exhibition) which took place annually in 
Berlinn from 1924 onwards. At the 5th edition in 1928, the year in which the first 
experimentall  television transmission was presented, the premiere of Ruttmann's 
earlyy experimental sound film  DEUTSCHE WELLE - TÖNENDER RUNDFUNK (DE 
1928)) took place within the context of the exhibition. The film was a cross-section 
off  German cities explaining the functioning of the young radio system. The 
FunkaustellungFunkaustellung in general aimed at demonstrating the convergence of radio, 
television,, and (sound) film, but being a show of consumer culture it was 
dominatedd by the industry.60 

AA bigg event foreshadowing in some ways later developments was the Kino-
undund Photoausstellung {Kipho) in Berlin, from 25 September to 5 October 1925. 
Thee exhibition mixed technical, economic, social, educational and artistic concerns 
andd proved to be a huge audience success, drawing approximately 100,000 
spectators.. The exhibition itself shows a mixed approach similar to the concept of 
thee Funkausstellung (a consumer show in which the industry had a ready-made 
showcasee for its products) and more artistically minded conferences. The Kipho 
wass characterised by conflicting interests and divergent meetings so the whole 
remainedd a singular event because it ultimately lacked a clear focus: it attempted to 
caterr to the industry as well as to the mass audience, it was interested in artistic and 
educationall  as well as in economic and cultural matters. Even though it drew an 
enormouss number of visitors the conference nevertheless had a frame so wide that 
itt was not followed up. 

Probablyy the most famous avant-garde trace of this event is Guido Seeber's 
shortt propaganda KIPHO-FILM for the exhibition which was screened as a trailer in 
regularr cinemas. In a playful manner the film marked the beginning co-operation of 
thee avant-garde with the industry. The film also inaugurated the trend for avant-
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gardee films advertising public events, such as the film  promoting the touring health 
exhibitionn GeSoLei (Gesundheitspflege, Soziale Fiirsorge, Leibesiibungeri) put 
togetherr  by the Dresden Hygienemuseum which commissioned Walter  Ruttmann's 
DERR AUFSTIEG (DE 1926) or  Hans Richter's film  for  the Swiss Werkbund in 
supportt  of their  exhibition DIE NEUE WOHNUNG (CH 1930).61 Even though Seeber 
iss a marginal figure to the avant-garde movement the KlPHO-film , standing at the 
beginningg of avant-garde filmmaking  in Germany, demonstrates the inextricable 
proximit yy of avant-garde and industry. The film  introduces an early trailer-forma t 
usingg famous images in combination with surprising trick s and montages: scenes 
fromfrom  DAS CABINET DES DR. CALIGAR I  (DE 1919/20, Robert Wiene), WEGE ZU 
KRAFTT UND SCHÖNHETT (DE 1924/25, Wilhelm Prager), and DIE NlBELUNGEN 
(DEE 1922-24, Frit z Lang) are seen besides a caricature of DER LETZT E MAN N (DE 
1924,, F.W. Murnau) and Ottomar Anschütz' pre-cinematic device Schnellseher. At 
firstt  the screen is split caleidoscopically into five fields with rapidly changing 
motivess showing scenes of film  production: decorations are being built , film  is 
beingg dried on gigantic drums, during the shooting in the studio a record player  is 
running.. Then a titl e announces »Du musst...« followed by a shot of Caligari 
outsidee his tent on a fairground as a barker, then the titl e »...zur  Kipho« and 
anotherr  film  clip showing the audience entering Caligari' s tent. Here, the short film 
punss on the famous and modern campaign for  the film  on its initia l cinema release 
inn 1920 which had as its tag line »Du musst ... Caligari werden«. The KlPHO-
trailerr  evokes the transformative power  of cinema not only in a highly self-
reflexivee way as it uses the paradigmatic status of certain scenes for  a self-
presentationn of the industry that produces these commodities. The short film  also 
commentss on the (alleged) origins of the cinema as a fairground attraction and 
ironicall yy conjures film' s quasi-mystical power  for  transformation while also 
layingg open the steps in the production chain that are normally masqueraded and 
invisiblee in the finished product. The audience invited into the tent (i.e. the 
exhibition)) wil l gain an exclusive view from behind the scenes of filmmaking, this 
iss the promise of this short film.  In the first  part the trailer  shows the process of 
fabricationn in an almost constructivist fashion - prefigurin g in some ways Dziga 
Vertov' ss later  CELOVEK S KINOAPPARATO M  (SU 1929)62 - while the second part 
winkss ironically at the overall impression that the finished film delivers: cinema is 
att  the same time an industrial product that consists of a number  of separate steps in 
aa production chain that can be isolated conceptually and visually, yet it also 
overwhelmss like a magic trick and it envelops and fascinates just like the 
fairgroundd crowd is lured into the tent and then hypnotised by cinema's specular 
power.. With cinema - the KlPHO-fil m seems to say - one can have one's cake and 
eatt  it too. Cinema is the perfect match of a rational and industrial product with 
irrationa ll  and hypnotising forces. In this way, the short film fits  in with avant-garde 
preoccupationss of exploring the fundamental basic tenets of the medium. Not 
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coincidentally,, Hans Richter included Seeber's film in his programmatic 
retrospectionn on the occasion of the 1929 FtFo-exhibition in Stuttgart. 

Besides,, the inclusion of scenes from DAS CABINET DES DR. CALIGARI is 
anythingg but coincidental as the paradigmatic status of the film for the avant-garde 
iss hard to over-estimate and the same allegorical shortcut between mystical powers 
andd modern technology mediated by avant-garde style is already exhibited in 
CALIGARII  itself.63 Part of the success of the film relies on its power to speak on 
multiplee levels to multiple audiences: by borrowing visual tropes and techniques 
fromfrom visual arts it promised to an educated audience a cinema experience elevated 
too the status of art and by borrowing motives and narrative tricks from genres as 
sensationalistt as the detective film and the fantastic film it offered a mass audience 
thee thrills associated with the popular medium. To spectators outside Germany it 
providedd an acceptable image of the erstwhile enemy, filtered through distorted 
shapess and convoluted plot fulfillin g expectations connected to the brooding and 
gloomyy Germans.64 It was not lost on contemporary observers that this kind of film 
hadd only five years later transformed from a style in an art-historical sense to a 
stylee of modernity, typical of fashion and advertisement. Rudolf Arnheim remarked 
onn a revival of CALIGARI in October 1925 (possibly on the occasion of the Kipho) 
thatt the tag line »Du musst Caligari werden« (»You have to become Caligari«) 
onlyy conjured up associations with the cigarette advertising slogan »Du darfst nur 
Walascoo rauchen!«65 (»You may only smoke Walasco!«) The cinema as medium 
andd cultural force cannot be isolated from popular culture at large - therefore style 
inn the cinema is always fashion and design. Seeber's trailer knowingly alluded to 
thiss multiplicity of levels on which the avant-garde was operating. 

AA similar conference to Kipho was organised by film industry and 
specialisedd press from 14 April to 15 May 1928 in Den Haag: the Internationale 
TentoonstellingTentoonstelling op filmgebied ^International Exhibition on Film<) with 
presentationss of sound films by Kiichenmeister and Tri-Ergon.66 As part of this fair 
ann international conference of educational cinema was held, the Internationale 
LeerfilmLeerfilm Conferentie.61 Maybe these events are best characterised as experimental 
venuess for the exploration of how regular events could deal with the cinema. Andor 
Kraszna-Krauszz has criticised these early attempts at exhibiting films for their 
concentrationn on the economic side of the cinema: »the principal mistake of all 
suchh attempts was that they had tried to show the commercial side before all and 
leftt the nucleus of the craft in the shadows of the background. «68 At least three 
modelss seem to overlap in these early exhibition formats; they were either further 
developedd afterwards or the energy flowed elsewhere: On the one hand these 
conferencess were copying some formulas from the specular nature of the World 
Fairss which lured a mass audience with modern technological wonders. A second 
tendencyy would be to see those events as catering to a trade fair audience mostly 
interestedd in a business platform. And a third model were film festivals that began 
too be developed as regular events in the course of the 1930s. It took several years 
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untill  different formats were found and established. The avant-garde contributed to 
thee developments of the functional differentiation of World Fair/amusement pare, 
tradee fair  and film  festival, different formats that are still with us today. 

Ann indication of the radicalised political situation in Germany is visible in 
thee various activities staged by the Interessengemeinschaft für Arbeiterkultur (IfA  -
Interestt  group of working class culture). In February 1930 an exhibition on 
workin gg class culture was staged at the Pschorr-Haus near  Potsdamer Platz in 
Berlin.. Many communist cultural organisations were present with booths and 
activities.. A further  conference for  the leaders of the If  A was taking place on 15 
andd 16 November  1930 in Berlin. The conference created a film division under  the 
party-directedd umbrella organisation /ƒ4.69 By that time, the broad consensus that 
hadd brought left-wing socialdemocrats, pacifists, communists, liberal intellectuals 
andd others together  in the Volksfilmverband had been destroyed. The communist 
supportt  of the If  A at the expense of the VFV testified to the changed communist 
tacticss of breaking the left-wing coalition and intensifying social tensions. In fact, 
byy instrumentalising culture and art for  politics this was a more or  less decisive 
breakk with the aims of the avant-garde in which political-economic transformations 
weree inseperably intertwined with cultural-aesthetic innovations.70 

Anotherr  important event and a forum for  the presentation of experiments in 
combiningg image and music was the music festival Festspiele Deutsche 
Kammermusik.Kammermusik. The director, experimental composer  Pau! Hindemith, had moved 
thee festival from Donaueschingen to Baden-Baden. For  a couple of seasons the 
filmfilm  avant-garde rubbed shoulders at this annual event with experimental 
composers,, but they also found a ready-made audience that was accustomed to 
experimentationn and innovative approaches, more open than an ordinary cinema 
audience.. Especially in the years leading up to the introduction of sound the 
cooperationn intensified and every year  experiments combining experimental films 
withh experimental music were presented at the festival to a public interested in 
»neww music«. The collaboration between avant-garde filmmakers and musicians 
startedd seriously in 1927 when the festival took place 15-17 July. That year  the 
festivall  presented one of Walter  Ruttmann's OPUS-films with music by Hanns 
Eislerr  for  two clarinets, trumpet and a string trio . The same film  was presented 
twicee with the same score: once played by a live orchestra present in the 
auditoriumm (synchronised with the support of Carl Robert Blum's 
Musiksynchronometer)Musiksynchronometer) and once with a light-sound copy from Tri-Ergon . Other 
filmsfilms screened were FELIX THE CAT AT THE CKCUS (US 1926) with music by Paul 
Hindemithh specifically composed for  the Welte-organ, an instrument often used in 
cinemass (also synchronised by Carl Robert Blum's Musiksynchronometer) and 
SPRECHENDERR FIL M  (DE 1927, Guido Bagier).71 

Itt  was during the music festival of Baden-Baden in 1928 and 1929 that 
Hanss Richter  came to work with Paul Hindemith.72 Richter  was commissioned to 
makee a film  in 1927 and he chose Hindemith to compose the music for  his film. 
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Thus,, this film is also a commissioned work, yet not in the service of the industry, 
butt for an art market, much like today's documenta or Biënnale. The festival of 
Baden-Badenn was at the time interested in mechanical music, in film and in radio -
aa veritable Medienverbund was in the making which traversed barriers between 
industryy and avant-garde. The lesson of these collaborations was possibly not lost 
onn the artists involved: by collaborating with composers, by getting used to the 
radio,, by coping with mechanical (Blum's device) and with filmic synchronisation 
(Tobiss was heavily involved in this event) and by working with the film industry 
theyy changed their conception of what was important and on how to achieve then-
goals. . 

Hindemithh wanted to develop original music for the mechanical organs and 
pianoss that could be found in most large cinemas (Welte-Kinoorgeln). He was 
againstt traditional instruments or traditional tunes (from operetta, songs, etc.), but 
insteadd wanted to have mechanical music to accompany mechanical films. To that 
endd he used Carl Robert Blum's Musiksynchronometer, a machine for 
synchronisingg the speed of the film with the speed of a musical notation scroll that 
thee musician would use as his cues. Edmund Meisel had used that chronometer for 
hiss work on Ruttmann's BERLIN and Eisenstein's POTEMKIN before. Darius 
Milhaudd also worked with this machine when he wrote music accompanying 
newsreelss for the festival edition of 1928.73 The film that Richter made for the 
festivall  in 1928, VORMITTAGSSPUK, is normally deemed important because it 
markss the shift for Richter from abstract to concrete representations and forms, the 
stepp from pure formal experiments to surrealism and a more immediate political 
engagement.. In another perspective, this film could also be seen as a shift from a 
precariouss independence to an engagement with the industry. 

Documentaryy interest, fragmentary narratives, concrete representations of 
people,, places, objects, figures enter the avant-garde film in the late 1920s, in the 
workk of Richter, Ruttmann and others. Several influences seem to converge here: 
Firstly,, the financing of the abstract films was increasingly difficult as the formal 
attemptss did not really lead to something new; pure abstract experiments had lost 
theirr novelty appeal by the late 1920s and consequently fewer sources were willin g 
too give money and commissions for this kind of film. In a negative formulation this 
testifiess to a pure commercial selection. Yet again, one could argue that the avant-
gardisticc potential of abstraction as a strategy had worn off and had already 
changedd into convention. The avant-garde with its self-definition of being ahead 
couldd not accept even the hint of having exhausted itself. A turn to a different 
strategyy was only logical then. Secondly, the encounter with the Soviet montage 
cinemaa is an influence that would be hard to under-evaluate, especially Eisenstein's 
POTEMKINN really pushed many progressively minded artists in another direction. 
Andd thirdly the increasing experiments with documentary forms, from Vertov's 
essayss to Grierson's British Empire Film Board (founded in 1927), from Flaherty's 
famee to Ruttmann's city film were not lost on the artists themselves. As is so often 
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thee case with trends: once they are set in motion the different factors that first 
contributedd to the emergence of the trend reinforce each other. 

Inn 1929, it was Tobis that produced the whole film programme for the 
Baden-Badenn festival that not only boasted film programmes, but that became a 
legendaryy event thanks to the premiere of Bertolt Brecht's and Kurt Weill's 
Lindbergh/lug.Lindbergh/lug.7474 With the introduction of sound imminent in the German cinemas, 
thiss move garnered much response and the publicity for a festival that had some 
yearss before only catered to a small and select audience of lovers of new music was 
considerable.755 The intentions of Tobis which had developed a hardware system, 
butt desperately needed software (due to a ^patents war« the American films could 
nott be used) are easy to explain: As they did not have a R&D department they 
employedd avant-garde artists as the commercial film workers had no feeling for 
experimentation.. Richter claimed in this context that is was »besonders 
beachtenswert,, daB die deutsche Tonfilm-Produktion, die Tobis, anlaBlich der 
Baden-Badenerr Musikfestspiete am 25. Juli eine Anzahl von Tonfilmen vorbereitet 
hat,, die dem Tonfilm als künstlerischem Problem gerecht werden.«76 Besides 
Richter'ss VORMITTAGSSPUK (DE 1927/28) it was Richter's ALLES DREHT SICH, 
ALLESS BEWEGT SICH (DE 1929) with music by Walter Gronostay that premiered at 
thee 1929-festival.77 Moreover, Alberto Cavalcanti's LA P'TTTE LILU (FR 1927/28) 
withh music by Darius Milhaud was shown. Collaborations that began here resulted 
inn longer cooperations. Richter and Milhaud later worked together for Philips on 
HALL OO EVERYBODY (NL 1933) and for the Centralfilm in Zurich on DIE 

EROBERUNGG DES HIMMEL S (CH 1938), Gronostay and Richter for Philips as well 
onn EUROPA RADIO (NL 1931). The festival actually took place in between the 
Stuttgartt exhibition and the La Sarraz meeting, so that a line could be drawn 
betweenn the three events that summer. In fact, in his book for the Stuttgart-
exhibitionn Filmgegner von heute - Filmfreunde von morgen Richter claimed that 
fil mm composers wished that sound would find its place within the whole machinery 
off  cinema: »Der Ton kann Gerausch, Klang oder gesprochenes Wort sein - aber 
sinnvolll  wird er im Film erst dadurch, daB er seinen Platz in einem kiinstlerischen 
Gesamtplann erhalt«78. This might hint at conceptions of Medienverbund much more 
thann Gesamtkunstwerk, a constructivist and piecemeal approach of component 
partss working independently towards a common goal rather than an overaching 
schemee of Romantic totality in which everything is subjected to one big whole. It 
wass less a totalising vision of one concept subordinating everything than an 
organisationn of independent networks working towards a common goal, each 
keepingg their (relative) autonomy, such a model we find in Deleuze, the Internet or 
evenn al-quaida. Later commentators were sometimes critical, Hanns Eisler for 
instancee scathingly remarked on the new music festival: 

Dass Baden-Badener Musikfest, wo zur ersten Male Experimente mit Filmmusik 
untenommenn wurden, die den Begriff der Gebrauchskunst abstrakt verklarten, ist 
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nichtt Hollywood, das über solche Dinge langst ahnungslos und unverschamt ins 
Reinee kam. Die Beziehung zwischen beiden Spharen geht kaum weiter, als daB etwa 
dass modernistische Experimentieren mit >mechanischer Musik< einigen Autoren Mut 
machte,, den Sprung auf den neuen Markt zu wagen, indem sie sich die Anpassung 
ann inn als fortgeschrittene Leistung technokratischen Bewufitseins zurechtlegen 
konnten.79 9 

Thiss sounds very much like Adorno (who co-authored the book) and is of course 
writtenn at a later moment in time and from a pessimistic vantage point. Adorno has 
arguedd that music was subjugated in the 1920s by radio, grammophone, film to 
adheree to standards that proved to be compatible with mechanical reproduction as 
wellwell as with popular taste. Thus, music lost out to capitalistic practices, to 
shortlivedd trends, fads, and fashions. It had to be fitted into a system of immediate 
purpose-fulfilment. . 

Thee first comprehensive retrospective of the avant-garde of the 1920s took place 
alreadyy in 1929. The exhibition organised by the Werkbund in Stuttgart on film and 
photographyy with its film programme curated by Hans Richter and featuring an 
appearancee by Dziga Vertov can be seen - besides La Sarraz - as the apotheosis of 
thee avant-garde development, but it also has to be counted as the turning point 
whenn things started to go in a different direction again. The two most decisive 
eventss both took place in the summer of 1929, spatially less than 300 km aparts 
(Stuttgartt and La Sarraz) and temporally within three months (mid-June and early 
Septemberr respectively). The Werkbund-Qxhïbïüon »Film und Foto« in summer 
19299 in Stuttgart was an epoch-making event. There had been a number of 
exhibitionss on the cinema and on modern photography before, but the FiFo was the 
firstfirst to concentrate on the artistic and cultural side of the medium, not being (co-
organisedd by institutions from the industry.80 The 1925-Kipho in Berlin for 
examplee had exhibited a visible film as art, but it was largely an exhibition 
dominatedd (and organised) by the industry, therefore the character of a trade fair 
remained.. Moreover, Stuttgart had a decisive advantage of timing: by the end of 
thee 1920s the trend of Neue Sachlichkeit had been established in the public, so the 
exhibitionn also had the function of collecting material from Germany and abroad 
whichh was seen for the first time together and contextualised, turning the photo 
exhibitionn effectively into something of a provisional appraisal and a retrospective. 
Thee announcements to be found for the FiFo in the specialised press from early 
19299 onwards testify to a huge interest in the event, both in Germany, but more 
importantlyy all over Europe. Famous names put together national sections - El 
Lissitzky,, the tireless propagandist of Soviet revolutionary art and culture, 
coordinatedd the Russian section while Piet Zwart was in charge of the Dutch 
contributionn - and many groups and institutions took notice already well ahead of 
thee opening.81 
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Thee photo exhibition at the Neue Stödtische Ausstellungshalle opened on 
188 May 1929 and closed on 7 July 1929.82 In thirteen rooms the exhibition aimed at 
givingg an overview of contemporary trends in photography. Laszló Moholy-Nagy 
tookk upon himself the task of curating the first room which was designed to present 
ann overview of the development of photography up to the 1920s. The remaining 
twelvee rooms were organised by nationality. Unlike earlier  photographic 
exhibitions,, the FiFo  had installed a jur y without professional photographers in 
orderr  to avoid the usual suspects which were to be found in industrial 
photography.833 The film part consisted of 15 film programmes curated by Hans 
Richterr  shown within a time span of two weeks from 13 to 26 June 1929 at the 
Königsbau-Lichtspielee in Stuttgart.84 The films were selected according to three 
focall  points: 1. Master  works of cinematic production; 2. Advances of the avant-
garde;;  3. Soviet features and documentaries.85 Two of the most strikin g features of 
Richter''  s film programme are the inclusion of CHICAGO (US 1927, Frank Urson), a 
Cecill  B. DeMille-production that is today largely forgotten, and the absence of 
Lui ss Bunuel's and Salvador  Dalf s UN CHIEN ANDALOU (FR 1928) which was not 
beingg screened. Considering how well-connected Richter  was and how carefully 
chosenn the programme was, it is hard to believe in an oversight. Jan-Christopher 
Horakk has argued that the film  lacked a concept of film  language and was excluded 
forr  that reason.86 

Dzigaa Vertov participated as the Soviet delegate and the only other  lecture 
orr  conference apart from the opening night (with addresses by Geheimrat Dr. Peter 
Bruckmann,, Heilbronn, Hans Richter  on behalf of the film  avant-garde and 
Friedrichh Kurt , Stuttgart, on behalf of the Werkbuna*7) was given by Dr. Edgar 
Beyfusss of the Ufz-Kulturfilmabteilung, in Germany a fixtur e in avant-garde 
circless who had already participated in the organisation of the matinee »Der 
absolutee Film« in 1925. Even though Beyfuss was well-established within these 
circles,, it is still interesting to note that Beyfuss was chosen over  the likes of René 
Clair ,, Walter  Ruttmann, Alberto Cavalcanti or  any other  protagonist of the 
Europeann avant-garde movement. A possible explanation would be to point to 
Richter**  s tireless self-promotion as an artist, theoretician and organisor  (being 
presentt  in Stuttgart as filmmaker, curator, conferencier and author  of the quasi-
cataloguee Filmgegner von heute - Filmfreunde von morgen) that would not allow 
tooo many big names beside him. Yet, from a different perspective, Beyfuss* 
importancee at least in the German context is perhaps still underrated. Beyfuss' 
centrall  position points to the significance of Ufa in support of the avant-garde: it 
wass Ufa that helped out Richter  and Eggeling in 1920 in designing a short 
animationn sequence (and thus started the brief blossoming of absoluter Film  in 
Germany),, it was Beyfuss that first  screened Hans Richter's films in the cinema in 
Germanyy when he instigated the matinee Der absolute Film  in 1925 (with Beyfuss 
ass a conferencier) and it is possible to speculate that Beyfuss had a hand in 
Richter**  s commission for  INFLATIO N (DE 1928) as the opener  to the Ufa-
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productionn DIE DAME MIT DER MASKE (DE 1928, Wilhelm Thiele). Besides 
underliningg the often overlooked importance of Ufa for the German avant-garde 
(alsoo Walter Ruttmann had received early and crucial assignments from Ufa such 
ass the »dream of the falcon« sequence for Fritz Lang's DIE NlBELUNGEN, DE 
1922-24),, it is possible (yet speculative) that Richter repaid a favour and Beyfuss 
(inn his capacity as a Ufa-employee) should be seen as a hidden protagonist of the 
avant-garde:: his film WUNDER DES FILMS was also included in the Stuttgart 
programme.. Moreover, Beyfuss' lecture was given in conjunction with an avant-
gardee programme introducing a selection of now-classic works by Eggeling, 
Richter,, Ruttmann, Clair, Cavalcanti, Chomette, Man Ray and others.88 Whatever 
Beyfuss'' real function was, the fact that he was chosen over an avant-garde artist 
mustt be considered crucial and has until now been overlooked. 

Whenn the F/Fö-conference opened in Stuttgart, other cities lined up who 
wantedd to take over the exhibition. A travelling exhibition of the photo section, 
alreadyy smaller than the original Stuttgart event was subsequently on display in 
Zurich,, Danzig, Vienna, Munich, Tokyo, Osaka and Berlin, often accompanied by 
screenings.899 In Berlin, for lack of space only half of the already reduced show is 
onn display.90 The exhibition opened on 19 October 1929 in the covered inner 
courtyardd of the former Kunstgewerbemuseum (today: Martin-Gropius-Bau) and 
rann one month until 19 November.91 A film programme was hurriedly put together 
presentingg in five matinees mostly new material at the Capitol and a programme of 
classicss at the repertory cinema Kamera?2 By turning from a singular event into a 
travellingg exhibition the FiFo attempted to overcome the limitations of a spatially 
andd temporally circum-scribed situation that an event occupies. On the one hand, 
thiss was a failure since the exhibition was rather the crowning achievement of a 
developmentt than a launch pad for future activities, but FiFo also genealogically 
relatess to film festivals and film exhibitions. Triumph and defeat are, as is so often 
thee case with the dialectics of the avant-garde, two sides of the same coin. 

Laa Sarraz rightfully occupies a central position for the European avant-garde of the 
interwarr period for a couple of reasons: never before or after have some many 
protagonistss of the movement met in one place at one time93. In terms of timing La 
Sarrazz came at exactly the right moment in early September 1929, neither too early 
norr too late. Many of the key figures of these years were present either in Stuttgart 
orr in La Sarraz (or at both occasions): Ruttmann and Richter, Balasz and 
Moussinac,, Eisenstein, Vertov and Cavalcanti. During the La Sarraz meeting films 
weree shown, there was even one film shot, lectures were given, discussions held. 
Justt like in Stuttgart it was an event at which the industry was conspicously 
absent.944 Yet, in the long run this proved to be a problem since the avant-garde was 
ass much in need of the industry as the other way around. Nevertheless, to 
contemporariess it seemed as if a transnational avant-garde was on the verge of its 
breakthrough,, yet La Sarraz marked the peak of the developments of the 1920s that 
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tookk a very different direction in the 1930s. In fact, one could argue that it was 
thee coming of sound, inevitable by 1929, that brought about this upsurge for  the 
fil mm societies, mainly to defend some of the achievements of the silent film since 
peoplee interested from a (bourgeois) artistic point-of-view had just gotten used to 
thee idea that film had the potential of being art. This young bloom was now 
threatenedd by the evil grip of capitalist forces - to evoke the argumentation and 
rhetoricss of those years. Even though the film societies might have profited from a 
certainn fear  of and aversion to sound, but also from a natural curiosity towards 
sound,, they did not manage to reposition themselves in relation to sound film and 
changedd economic and political circumstances. Yet, some problems became clear 
evenn to those present at the occasion: Hans Richter  objected that G.W. Pabst had 
beenn invited (and declined the invitation) because in Richter*  s opinion Pabst 
workedd for  the industry and was not an independent filmmaker. This, in turn, is 
heldd against Richter  who is charged in a report on La Sarraz printed in Close Up 
(theirr  not-so-secret champion was Pabst) of unnecessarily limitin g the avant-garde 
too abstract cinema.96 Again, the implici t aporias of the avant-garde came to the fore 
andd showed that the superficial unity was nothing but a self-deception. Even at the 
cruciall  moment of the Congres International du Cinéma Independent (CICI ) the 
gluee that held the avant-garde together  showed cracks and fissures, the later 
breakingg points and fault lines were already apparent to keen observers. 

Itt  was already in 1930 when things started to look differently even to those 
involvedd in the movement: The successor  to La Sarraz was the Brussels conference 
(2(2ee Congres International du Cinéma Independent et Moderne - CICIM)  which 
tookk place from 27 November  to 2 December  1930 at the Palais des Beaux Arts.97 

Followingg after  the high hopes and the enthusiasm that had characterised the 
activitiess in the previous year  around the events in Stuttgart and La Sarraz, the 
Brusselss meeting was at the time often perceived to be a failure.98 The films 
screenedd in Brussels attest to the trouble of the avant-garde getting hold of 
commissionss for  sound films or  of fmished sound films. Among those present were 
Robertt  Aron, Jean Painlevé and Gustave Cauvin from Paris, Carl Vincent from 
Brussels,, Hans Richter  from Berlin, Jiminez Caballero from Spain, Kenneth 
MacPhersonn presenting BORDERLINE, and Helene de Mandrot, the host of the first 
congresss at La Sarraz.99 Of the approximately two dozen films shown at this 
occasionn only three were sound film:  King Vidor' s HALLELUJA H (US 1929) and 
THUNDERR (US 1929), a tribut e to the recently deceased Lon Chaney were both not 
shownn in its entirety, but only presented as excerpts. Walter  Ruttmann's MELODI E 
DERR WELT (1928/29), the only sound film  available that could qualify as avant-
garde,, was screened in its entirety. Yet, in the following years interesting 
experimentall  work with sound film  emerged from the circles of avant-garde. Thus, 
itt  was neither  sound film in itself nor  the economic grip of large corporation that 
hamperedd the further  development of the avant-garde. Only a few weeks after  the 
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conferencee in Brussels first provisions are being made for a third conference to be 
heldd in Berlin in May 1932, another plan that did not materialise.100 

Besidess the question of sound other issues also came to the fore forcefully. 
Thee delegates in Brussels dissolved the League of Independent Cinema which had 
beenn established only the year before at La Sarraz and founded a new organisation, 
thee Association des artistes et écrivains révolutionnaires (AEAR) which had as its 
mainn aim the fight against the rising fascism in Europe. The Italian (Enrico 
Prampolino)) and Spanish (Juan Piqueraz) delegates objected to this decision, as 
theyy had moved into the camp of Mussolini and the Falangista respectively. This 
politicall  rift  was obviously unbridgeable and the conflict intensified during the 
1930s.. Not only this division between left-wing and right-wing activists was 
becomingg more obvious, but there were more subtle differences within the political 
left:: The affair around the 3-GROSCHEN-OPER (which had its premiere on 19 
Februaryy 1931) with Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill on the one side, and Bela 
Balasz,, G.W. Pabst, and producer Nebenzal on the other was a symptom of new 
politicall  alliances. These activists who met as opponents in the court room most 
probablyy would have been on the same side earlier in the 1920s. Another classic 
casee was the public and heated debate in which Sergej Eisenstein accused Béla 
Balaszz of valuing the individual shot higher than the montage of the pieces, of 
adheringg to an overly traditional aesthetic conception of realism. Nominally, they 
bothh stood on the same political ground as both Eisenstein and Balasz were 
communistt party members.101 For a loosely constructivist avant-garde like the 
Soviett filmmakers the value of art was to be found in the combination of elements, 
inn the construction work, in the montage of pieces - and not in elements 
themselvess who were only building blocks. Another by now classic example is the 
debatee between Siegfried Kracauer and Walter Ruttmann. Even though Ruttmann 
wass one of the most successful filmmakers in the second half of the 1920s 
Kracauerr continually scolded him for his lack of political engagement, for his 
reliancee on formal relations instead of looking at social dependencies, for his 
generall  disinterestedness.102 Kracauer makes his point perhaps most forcefully in a 
comparisonn of Vertov and Ruttmann: 

Wahrendd aber seine | Ruttmann s, MH] Assoziationen rein formal sind - er scheint 
sichh auch in seinen Tonbildfilmen mit auBerlichen, unerhellten Verkniipfungen zu 
begniigenn -, gewinnt Wertow [sic] durch die Montage dem Zusammenhang der 
Wirklichkeitssplitterr einen Sinn ab. Ruttmann gibt ein Nebeneinander, ohne es 
aufzuklaren;; Wertow interpretiert es, indem er es darstellt.103 

Politically,, institutionally and aesthetically, alliances that seemed promising and 
richrich a short time before proved to be very unstable and shifting.104 

Yet,, on another note, the Brussels meeting could be said to point in 
differentt directions not at all obvious to contemporaries because they were 
naturallyy looking for things already familiar to them. When comparing the films 
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screenedd in Brussels to those shown at La Sarraz a tendency away from formal 
experimentt and towards a greater engagement with the social or political context is 
discernible.1033 Brussels also continued the convergence of the avantgarde with the 
industryy on several levels: Hans Richter for example worked mainly on industry 
commissionss in the 1930s, particularly advertising films, while his rival and 
companionn Walter Ruttmann continued his work in fascist Germany. Some 
filmmakerss like Joris Ivens or Henri Storck turned to radical and independent films 
thatt were largely free from formal experiments and rather modelled on agit-prop 
works.. Germaine Dulac, pioneer of the French avant-garde in the early 1920s who 
hadd by now found employment within the French industry attended the Brussels 
conferencee to recruit avant-garde activists to work within the industry: 

[L]aa presence de Germaine Dulac, directrice d'une des plus grandes maisons de 
productionn francaises, Gaumont-Franco-Film-Aubert (GFFA), qui soutint la 
generationn des cinéastes des années trente, était emblématique de la jonction avec Ie 
cinémaa commercial. C'est lè [a Bruxelles, MH], en effet, qu'elle recrute Vigo pour 
laa realisation de TARIS (1931) ainsi que [Henri] Storck, choisi comme assistant de 
Pierree Billon au Studio des Buttes-Chaumont.106 

Dulac'ss itinerary and wandering between avant-garde and industry demonstrates 
howw unstable designations and labelling can be: Even today Dulac is still mainly 
rememberedd for her most experimental works, LA SOURIANTE MADAME BEUDET 
(FRR 1923) and LA COQUILLE ET LE CLERGYMAN (FR 1927) which achieved 
notorietyy as the surrealists disrupted the premiere. Yet again, she theorised and 
taught,, she made commercial and industrial films, she was in charge of the French 
societyy of ciné-clubs and she recruited avant-garde filmmakers to work for the 
industry. . 

4.44 Film Criticis m and Theory 
DieDie Arbeit der Avantgarde wird ein verdammtes 
NichtsNichts sein, wenn sie in ihren letzten Wirkungen 

l'artl'art  pour l'art bleiben will. 
ErnstErnst Jager (1929)107 

II  will certainly not be able to lay out in detail the development of a theoretical 
discoursee in the 1920s and 1930s. Even a close examination of one country with a 
strongg focus on the avant-garde would constitute a work of its own.108 What I can 
onlyy hint at in the following section are some broader features of an intricate and 
widee formation. I am especially interested in the fault lines and breaking moments 
whenn one formation transformed into another. 

Ass is the case for film societies, the beginnings of didactic-discursive 
activityy can be traced back to Paris which was, as usual, the hub of the most lively 
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activitiess in Europe - and again Ricciotto Canudo and Louis Delluc played key 
roless in the early developments. Two influential magazines appeared during World 
Warr  One in the French capital: Ciné-Journal was published from March 1915 
onwardss while Henri Diamant-Berger  started his weekly Le Film  a year  later  in 
Marchh 1916.109 He commissioned the novelist Colette to writ e a series of articles 
onn the cinema in May 1917 and, more importantly , he hired the young writer  and 
criti cc Louis Delluc as editor-in-chief in June 1917.110 Delluc had started out as a 
theatree criti c of the Parisian boulevards and he had worked briefly for  Miguel 
Almereyda'ss (father  of Jean Vigo) anarchist magazine Le bonnet rouge before 
becomingg editor  of Le Film. Among the contributor s to the journal under  Delluc's 
editorshipp in the late 1910s were Louis Aragon, Jean Cocteau, Germaine Dulac and 
Marcell  L'Herbie r  - a core of activists that were to become key figures of the 
followingg decade.111 Many more magazines were founded in the course of the 
1920s,, often connected to cine-clubs and audience organisations. 

Fromm 1 June 1918 onwards Louis Delluc had his own column »Cinéma et 
Cie«« in the newspaper  Paris-Midi which proved so influential that he turned it 
fromm weekly instalments to a daily column in January 1919 (then simply called 
»cinéma«).. Withi n three years most major  French newspapers were reporting 
regularlyy on the cinema. Delluc started his own magazine Cinéa parallel to his 
ciné-clubb while he was also writin g scripts and directing films. He published the 
bookss Cinéma et Cie in 1919, Photogénie in 1920, and Chariot in 1921 and he was 
instrumentall  in changing the cinema culture of France in the early 1920s.112 

Canudoo on the other  hand had been involved in the first wave of the European 
avant-garde,, the Italian pre-war  movements of Futurism and Cubism. Canudo as an 
individuall  connects the pre-World War One avant-garde in the visual arts with the 
avant-gardee activity in cinema circles in the 1920s that was poised between elitist 
avant-gardee and populist attempts to gather  a mass movement. In Paris Canudo 
befriendedd Pablo Picasso, Blaise Cendrars, Fernand Léger  and others. Already 
aroundd 1920 when the core of the later  whirlwin d formed the setup was 
international::  The writing s of an Italian (Canudo) are published in French in 
Switzerland.. The Parisian cinéphile circles were always decidedly international, 
fromm the beginning onwards. 

4.4.11 Photogéni e 
Thee concept of photogénie has emerged in the context of French Impressionist 
filmmakin gg in the second half of the 1910s. First elaborated by Louis Delluc and 
takenn up by - among others - Louis Aragon, Emile Vuillermoz and Jean Epstein, it 
referredd to the capability of the cinema (as a dispositif) to estrange (in the sense of 
thee Russian formalists ostranenie) the natural environment for  the viewer.113 

Interestingly,, as Delluc theorised it, the idea was situated between absorption and 
de-familiarisation,, two terms normally considered to be antagonistic. On the one 
sidee the concept stands for  closeness, identification and emotional response while 
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thee other pole is occupied by ideas such as distance, non-identification and 
intellectuall  response - this dichotomy replays a central problem of avant-garde 
film:: how to reconcile abstraction and realist tendencies. It can be seen in the 
contemporaryy German debate between »Einfuhlung« (empathy) and »Abstraktion« 
(abstraction)1144 as well as in the discussion whether the true vocation of film is to 
bee found in realist depictions or in abstract space-time images.115 In many respects, 
photogéniephotogénie was a somewhat vague concept that was nevertheless very useful in 
coveringg up a fault line of the avant-garde for a certain period. 

PhotogéniePhotogénie became a central concept in France in the first half of the 1920s 
andd Jean Epstein became its champion. According to Paul Willemen, photogénie 
describess a viewer's theory, a reception aesthetic as opposed to a production 
aesthetics: : 

thee particular relationship supported or constituted by the spectatorial look [...,] a 
markk of distinction conferred by a special set of viewers upon film-makers, 
differentiatingg those who are qualified to make cinema and so are entitled to a 
positionn of cultural power from those who merely manufacture cinema [. ... 
PhotogéniePhotogénie is meant] to institute demarcations between viewers by differentiating 
thosee who are >sensitive< from those who are not.116 

PhotogéniePhotogénie always escapes language, can only be spoken of metaphorically and is 
situatedd in the look. The impressionists launched that term, forever circling an 
absentt hole in the discourse which cannot be spoken about, to name exactly that 
absence,, that empty center of the gaze of the spectator: »Photogénie, then, refers to 
thee unspeakable within the relation of looking and operates through the activation 
off  a fantasy in the viewer which he or she refuses to verbalise.«117 The term shifted 
thee ground to the production side and helped the avant-garde to develop a concept 
forr the cinema. If the beauty and art of the cinema, its capability to enchant and 
incitee the viewer to action rested in the spectatorial look, then restructuring the 
receptionn situation became at least as important as changing the films that were 
beingg watched. Willemen moves into psychoanalytic theory when he relates it to a 
nostalgiaa for the pre-symbolic, and to the tendency towards abstraction inherent in 
fetishism: : 

Thatt photogénie relates primarily to a viewers' aesthetic is important if seen in 
contextt of the movement that the French avant-garde directors of the 1920s helped 
too promote. This was the first institutionalised >film culture< movement to be 
organisedd around exhibition priorities, through the film society movement initiated 
byy Delluc and Canudo.118 

Ass important as this first generation was, they nevertheless lacked the rigour and 
revolutionaryy fervour of the avant-garde. In some sense they transposed the 
reformistt discussion of the 1910s about the social role of film onto aesthetics. In 
1923,, just after Canudo had died, his friend Divoire published his collected articles 
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onn the cinema under the title L'Usine des Images in Geneva. Canudo argued for 
mediumm specificity in terms of aesthetics, but also industry organisation, 
professionalism,, terms and concepts (suggesting for example to use the term 
»écraniste«« instead of »metteur-en-scène« to sever the implicit connection to the 
theatree which the latter term hinted at). It needed the contact with avant-garde 
movementss which had been in around in visual arts before World War One and 
whichh had developed in the relative isolation of Switzerland during the war to shift 
thee discourse on cinema to avant-garde preoccupations. 

4.4.22 The musica l analog y 
Thee main focus of the theoretical debate being led by the practitioners-theorists in 
thee 1920s was to describe the specificity of film; »photogénie« and the »film 
sense«,, the »Geist des Films« and »pure cinema« - everybody was searching for 
somethingg that could be defined as the essence of cinema. The titles of many films 
fromfrom the avant-garde circles, especially the early films of Viking Eggeling, Hans 
Richter,, Oskar Fischinger and Walter Ruttmann either testify to a tendency of 
linkingg music and space (HORIZONTAL-VERTIKAL ORCHESTER, 

DIAGONALSINFONIE,, KOMPOSITION IN BLAU) , allude to relatively open categories 
fromm the art such as work or study (OPUS, FILMSTUDIE) or vaguely abstract 
musicall  categories (PRELUDE, DlSQUE 957). Yet, while Richter and Eggeling 
publishedd their (now lost) brochure on universal language (1920) in a constructivist 
spirit,spirit, the French texts of the first half of the 1920s elaborated on the »musical 
analogy«« as it has been called retrospectively. Especially important in this respect 
weree the writings by Germaine Dulac. In 1925, in an influential special edition of 
thee magazine Les cahiers du mois on film, she outlined in relatively vague terms 
thee similarity of film and music: 

Laa musique seule, peut évoquer cette impression que propose aussi Ie cinéma, et 
nouss pouvons a la lumière des sensations qu'elle nous offre comprendre celles que le 
cinémaa de Tavenir nous offrira. La musique n'a pas non plus de frontières precises; 
nee peut-on en déduire, a la lumière des choses existantes, que 1'idée visuelle, que le 
themee qui chante au coeur des cinéastes ressortit beaucoup plus a la technique 
musicalee qu'a toute autre technique ou tout autre ideal? [...] Le film integral que 
nouss rêvons tous de composer, c'est une symphonie visuelle faite d'images rythmées 
ett que seule la sensation d'un artiste coordonne et jette sur Técran.119 

Thee metaphoric and imprecise use of terms such as rhythm, melody or symphony 
wass a hallmark of this particular thinking. The musical analogy has been heavily 
criticisedd by later authors120 mainly from a high modernist perspective for its 
romanticismm and synaestheticism, yet it nevertheless continued as an important 
streakk of the avant-garde. Walter Ruttmann continued to call his films »symphony« 
orr »melody« and Oskar Fischinger's success rested on the combination of popular 
claissicall  music with more or less abstract images. Not coincidentally, Fischinger*  s 
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careerr  progressed from the German avant-garde circles to his work at Disney in the 
Unitedd States (even though creative differences over  FANTASIA (US 1940) led to 
theirr  falling out). 

Thee unification of different art forms under  one single principl e was a 
preoccupationn of the avant-garde in the 1920s. Abstraction certainly was an 
importantt  impulse towards discovering the assumed basic laws of artistic 
productionn because the artists hoped by abstracting from the representative practice 
off  former  schools and styles to find common ground between music, painting, and 
visuall  art. One commentator  went as far  as to credit abstraction with the 
prefigurationn of a futur e order  which would replace the chaos of the contemporary 
world::  »Hire [Eggeling's and Richter's] abstrakten FUmgestaltungen antizipieren 
ideelll  mit ihrer  strukturellen Klarheit und ihrer  formalen Strenge die reale 
Kollektivita tt  der  Zukunft , entgegen der  heutigen faktischen Anarchie der 
gesellschaftlichenn Organisation^121 In this opinion, abstract film would be 
malleablee to fit communist as well as fascist projects as both promised a »new 
order«« that would bring forth a »new man«. 

Thee practice of filmmakin g is never  completely matching the practice of 
criticism.. On the agenda of the theoretical debates of the 1920s the issue of essence 
orr  specificity still remained when filmmaking  practice was already moving 
elsewhere,, into the transitional space between committed documentary, 
experiment,, politics, and institutional support. For  example, Ivens stated in 1927 
(inn the first  issue of Filmliga)  that the essence of cinema was »the duration of 
successivee images; the direction and speed of movement in one image compared 
withh its direction and speed in the next and finally the black and white division of 
thee image compared with that division in the next image.«122 At that time Ivens was 
alreadyy moving in a different direction - and even his films from the early years 
lik ee REGEN (NL 1929) or  DE BRUG (NL 1928) are much less formalised than one 
couldd suspect on reading his text. 

4.4.33 Montag e and Constructivis m 
Francee and the Soviet Union have to be singled out as the countries with the most 
livelyy discourse on film  theory in the 1920s. Whereas Germany had the strongest 
Europeann film  industry and it could boast some important experimental 
filmmakers,filmmakers, it nevertheless lacked the variety and breadth of magazines 
specialisingg in the aesthetic and cultural appreciation of film.  While France was 
leadingg the discussion around photogénie and the musical analogy in the first  half 
off  the 1920s, Soviet theory had a huge impact when the texts of Eisenstein, 
Pudovkin,, Kuleshov and Vertov began appearing in English, German or  French 
translation.. In fact, the appearance of Soviet film  on the European stage was a 
veritablee media offensive: the films were flanked on either  side by translations of 
(theoretical)) texts and by personal appearances with lectures and presentations. 
Insteadd of advocating an inherent character  of the single image or  shot (as in 
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photogenic)photogenic) the Soviets proposed to look at the relationship and combination 
betweenn the different shots. Constructivism was a modular approach which was 
preoccupiedd with composition, not with immanence. As French theory had 
proposedd music as an analogy, so the Soviet practitioners also saw the cinema as 
onee element within a wide ensemble of the arts: constructivism as a movement ran 
acrosss different art forms and can be found in literature, architecture, and visual 
artss (not only painting, but perhaps more importantly also design and 
typography).1233 Indeed, Soviet films and theory came to France at a crucial moment 
whenn the idea of cinéma pur which had glued different positions together 
increasinglyy came under attack: »By late 1926 or early 1927 [...] this amalgam had 
comee unstuck. The good ship avant-garde [...] now seemed more like a bateau 
ivreivre lost at sea.«124 At the same time in Germany, the idea of abstraction was 
similarlyy running into a dead end. The Soviet films - and the Soviet theories -
filledfilled this double space: replacing theories under attack and infusing revolutionary 
energyy while they could revert to the networks of the avant-garde already in place. 
Timingg was an important factor in the Soviet success in Western Europe. 

Whenn the debate in the second half of the 1920s turned more heated, this 
hadd a double effect on its discursive status: on the one hand, it meant an 
intensificationn which generated energy and moved film into the spotlight, while on 
thee other ths also reinforced the polemic nature creating deep schisms and divides 
betweenn positions and persons. The intense dynamism that the theoretical discourse 
tookk in the wake of the Soviet revolutionary cinema opened up the possibility of a 
changee caused by cinema (and in turn, a cinema caused by change) while it also 
intensifiedd the cracks and fissures in the fabric of the avant-garde. Inspired by the 
Soviett examples, more and more intellectuals and theoreticians believed that what 
wass at stake was not just a transformed cinema, but that the crisis of the cinema 
wass only a manifest sign of a general crisis of the socio-economic system of the 
capitalistt democracies. These ideas were clearly present in the Soviet discourse. 
Considerr Mayakovski's text »Kino and Kino« in its typical mixture of political 
statement,, avant-garde manifesto and free verse: 

Forr you Kino is - something to look at. 
Forr me - it is almost a way to understand the world... 
Butt - Kino is sick. Capitalism has covered its eyes with gold. Smart producers lead 
itt by the hand through the streets. They collect money by touching the heart with 
snivellingg subjects. 
Thiss must come to an end. 
Communismm must confiscate Kino from the speculating leaders of the blind...125 

Itt was under the impression of these kinds of texts and theories that the question 
arosee whether it was enough to construct an alternative system (in terms of 
production,, distribution, exhibition, but also theory, spectatorship and criticism) as 
somee argued that an oppositional system was needed.126 Even though the 
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distinctionn is not always clear (presenting an alternative implies a certain 
oppositionn to the status quo\ the crucial peak years of the avant-garde around 1929 
aree characterised by attempts to move in this direction: in France exemplified by 
LesLes amis de Spartacus, in England visible in the Workers' Film Societies and the 
ProgressiveProgressive Film Institute and in Germany the Volksfilmverband is the clearest 
signn of a radical i sat ion of cinema culture. This rift cut across the diverse other 
aporiass inherent in the avant-garde. 

Inn different countries, attempts were launched not justt for a different kind 
off  film discourse, but to change it more fundamentally. In France and Germany, 
especiallyespecially within communist publications such as VHumanité and Arbeiterbühne 
undund Film, experiments with worker-critics were started, an initiative that at least 
fulfille dd a triple function: first of all it was hoped to draw the large majority of the 
workingg class audience away from commercial films which remained the most 
popularr fare even with working class spectators. By raising issues of class 
affiliationn and political content to the consciousness of non-professionals the 
instigatorss of such programmes hoped to transform audience taste. The second 
reasonn is closely related to avant-garde concerns of breaking down the sharp 
distinctionn between producers and recipients, between activism and passivity. By 
turningg ordinary spectators into critics, the professionalism and special status of 
criticss was downplayed in favour of a more open cinema culture. And thirdly it was 
hopedd that these non-professionals were able to integrate cinema back into life; 
employedd critics evaluated films from a position of disinterested art contemplation 
-- workers would judge films as workers and help to re-integrate the cinema into a 
transformedd social context.127 

Moree importantly perhaps, theory was not limited to professional writers 
andd critics in newspapers or universities, but theory was part and parcel of the new 
andd transformed cinema culture. It is impossible to find any key player of the 
avant-gardee who limited his or her activities to just one facet of the avant-garde 
attemptt at renewing and revolutionising cinema culture. Richter and Ruttmann, 
Eisensteinn and Vertov, Epstein and Dulac, Ivens and Hackenschmied - they all 
madee films and wrote theoretical texts, they lectured and travelled, they taught and 
organisedd film clubs and exhibitions. Theory and practice were activities taking 
placee on the same level and without clear demarcation lines. Jay Leyda has given 
ann apt description of Eisenstein's activities outside filmmaking, yet understood 
themm traditionally as secondary, separated and subordinate to his own films: 

Itt was during the cutting of THE GENERAL LINE that Eisenstein made a serious 
beginningg on a second career that in time would rank beside his film-making career 
-- his work as a teacher and theoretician. Even before his first film he had balanced -
andd in public print - the compelling intuitions of an artist with the inquiring mind of 
aa logician; his teaching, too, had begun in the Proletkult days, when he had given a 
classs in theatre direction (chiefly to show a method distinct from that of Meyerhold). 
Andd now his work on the montage of THE GENERAL LINE with all the technical 
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maturityy that it represented, required words and print to explain his new steps to 
otherss - and to himself. I believe that the propaganda purpose for the unusual 
quantityy of writing that began in 1928 and 1929 was less important than the personal 
reason:: to find and define the reasons behind the thoughts and acts of excited 
creativity,, to prepare himself for next steps. There are magazine and newspaper 
articles,, prefaces, and notebooks dating from this time, dealing with everything from 
theoryy to polemic, various enough for several active minds. Engaged in production 
twelvee hours a day, with some of the remaining time spent in detailed preparation 
forr the next day's shooting, he yet found time to write, for example, an analysis of 
thee relation between the arts of Japan and his theory of montage, followed by a 
vigorouss (and effectual) attack on the methods of certain complacent scenarists. 
[...]]  The GENERAL LINE crew returned to Moscow just as a school year was starting 
att the State Film Technicum, and Eisenstein, full of energy, offered to direct a 
workshopp course there, simultaneously with his completion of the film. Eisenstein 
threww himself totally into this job, as if it were an extension of his creative work. 
Onee of the last leading directors to teach at the Technicum (Pudovkin had begun the 
firstt of his many classes there at the time of MOTHER'S release, and Abram Room 
hadd opened a workshop there the same year), Eisenstein eventually became the 
creativee head of the school. This, though, was several years and many frustrations 
later;; now he poured more and more of his time and ideas into eager young ears, and 
evenn went to battle the administration of the film industry for more authority and 
facilitiess to be given the school programme. [...] His passionate interest in the 
educationn of future Soviet film-makers changed the emphasis of the curriculum of 
thee directors' course. Heretofore a manipulation of the instruments of film-making 
hadd been the aim; Eisenstein changed this, now and in the future, to a preparation in 
thee principles of all creative work, based chiefly on their experience.128 

Whilee Leyda's observations are most astute, I disagree with some of his conclusion 
andd tend to see teaching, writing, filmmaking very much within the same force 
fieldd of propaganda, persuasion and fostering change that the avant-garde was 
workingg towards. That Eisenstein stepped up the output of theoretical texts, 
manuals,, and manifestoes in 1928/29 might have something to do with the editing 
off  The GENERAL LINE, yet it also coincides with the convergence of several strands 
off  the avant-garde and with the triumphant arrival of the Soviet cinema in the 
West.. Eisenstein's increased theoretical activity can also be seen as a realisation 
andd an acknowledgement of the upsurge and boom that needed to be supported and 
fosteredd by texts, lectures and personal appearances. Thus, the trips and 
publications,, the courses and position papers were elements in a media offensive 
stagedd by the Soviet revolutionary filmmakers. 

4.4.44 Reaction s to and theoretica l debat e on soun d 
Ass just sketched all too briefly, the discourse about film and its expressive 
potentialitiess had acquired its positions and terminology, its camps and 
protagonistss by the late 1920s. The discourse had, to revert to Foucault's 
terminology,, crossed the second threshold of epistemologization: 
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Whenn in the operation of a discursive formation, a group of statements is articulated, 
claimss to validate (even unsuccessfully) norms of verification and coherence, and 
whenn it exercises a dominant function (as a model, a critique, or a verification) over 
knowledge,, we will say that the discursive formation crosses a threshold of 
epistemologization.129 9 

Exactlyy at the culmination point of this debate the sound film entered with the 
resultt of annihilating the whole discourse. Hence, the hostility of many observers 
suchh as Rudolf Arnheim to the sound film.130 Exactly at a moment when cinema 
hadd conquered a space in the cultural arena of the respected artistic and aesthetic 
expressionss by rhetoric means cinema as an economic institution tore down all that 
hadd been achieved in the past 15 years to pursue a novelty that to contemporary 
observerss was nothing but a fairground attraction only added to drive some 
competitorss out of the market and to have something new to promote. Yet, for 
thosee members of the avant-garde that were not interested in elevating the cinema 
too the established arts, the introduction of sound first of all meant an accentuation 
off  the conflicts and tensions that the avant-garde already addressed. In Marxist 
terms,, the intensification on the level of economic base would also intensify the 
conflictss in the superstructure - thus, sound film could even contribute to 
revolutionaryy transformations. 

Inn discussing the transition to sound as presented in the journal Close Up 
Jamess Donald observes that »for a start, the issue was not sound as such«.131 It is 
nott true that the introduction of sound gave rise to the idea that sound film was 
artisticallyy worthless, but sound proved to be such an enormous step for the 
institutionn cinema that it created all by itself a sense of history in the making; while 
silentt cinema passed from the cinema listings within more or less two years, people 
begann to realise that it would vanish forever if nobody would do anything about it. 
Thee idea of the repertory or repertoire - a canon of classics to be held available and 
too show on a regular basis - was bora with the coming of sound. In a certain sense, 
thee cinema only acquired a history when part of it was lost for good. This moment 
off  an experienced transition also proved to be the key event for collectors and 
historianss such as Henri Langlois for whom the introduction of sound was the key 
eventt that set him on his career as collector and archivist.132 Similar paths can be 
foundd for other activists operating between filmmaking, collecting and writing film 
history.. Paul Rotha's father was a curator (collector, so to speak) at the Wellcome 
Historicall  Medical Museum in London. During World War One he was in charge 
off  a hospital, showing films to patients when young Paul started taking notes and 
collectingg photos, magazines, programmes, thus embarking on a practice of cinema 
culturee that led him towards alternatives of the commercial industry. Rotha joined 
thee Film Society during their first season while studying design at the Slade School 
off  Art. He was writing film reviews for Close Up and other magazines; in 1928 he 
hadd a brief stint as a designer at British International Pictures (BIP) where he met 
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Henrikk Galeen and E.A. Dupont. Yet, he was fired for publishing a critical article 
onn the state of the art in British film design. After being sacked he went to Paris to 
workk for a small company meeting René Clair, Jean Epstein, Georges Lacombe, 
Albertoo Cavalcanti and others, then returned to London where he could not secure 
regularr work in film. As a last resort he accepted a contract from Jonathan Cape to 
writee The Film Till  Now, one of the earliest important books of film history, for 
whichwhich Rotha travelled to Berlin (where Pommer screened films for him) and to 
Pariss (where the Soviet trade agency gave him the opportunity to watch Soviet 
films).films).133133 Rotha praised Dupont and Alexander Korda and later became a friend of 
Carll  Mayer when Mayer emigrated to London. In an article on »The >Unusual< 
Filmm Movement« Rotha develops the category of the »Continental Film« as a 
positivee etiquette. The cinemas which screened them in the 1920s like the Embassy 
inn 1924 ultimately failed: »...the Embassy was before its time.«134 In the 1930s, 
afterr sound cinema had completely driven out silent cinema, a number of repertory 
housess took up the task of screening older, silent films and new experimental work. 

Rothaa called for a museum of the cinema in 1930 (including posters, 
books,, photos, machines, costumes, set designs, etc.) and for a national repertory 
filmfilm  theatre in 1931 (in addition to the active film societies which he accuses of 
»effeminatee dilettantism«) - both demands were realised within the framework of 
thee British Film Institute later in the 1930s: 

Inn recent months, several enterprising exhibitors, having scented the way of the 
wind,, have played seasons of silent revivals. [...] The time is at hand when the 
achievementss of cinema should be recorded whilst they are still fresh in our minds. 
Itt is surely a matter of much urgency that we should document this great medium 
whichh is developing so rapidly before it has passed altogether from its primitive 
stage.135 5 

Thee energy generated in this theorisation of a history quickly flowed into the first 
filmfilm  archives that mushroomed in the 1930s. The coming of sound thus not only 
intensifiedd the economic tensions within the film industry, but also created a sense 
off  historicity in the avant-garde movement. As film aesthetics and film theory had 
madee themselves room in the public sphere, it was only logical to follow this up 
withh archives, history books and museums. 

Lett us look in some more detail at some artists active at the time of the 
transitionn to sound. The musician Edmund Meisel who composed scores for 
Eisenstein,, Ruttmann and Fanck wholeheartedly embraced the introduction of 
synchronisedd light sound because for him it meant greater control over his scores. 
Forr Meisel, sound film meant that original music could be recorded as intended by 
thee composer without having to rely on the shortcomings of suburban or provincial 
cinemass which all too often did not live up to the high standards of his artistic ideas 
thatt only the extravagant and large metropolitan cinemas could satisfy. Sound film 
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meantt that music became an integral part of the filmic creation like the script or the 
tides.136 6 

Whatt appears as the most widespread position vis-a-vis the sound film was a 
kindd of cautious optimism, realising the dangers as well as the possibilities opened 
upp with the new medium as is visible in this statement by director Jacques Feyder: 

»[L]ee film parlant comporte toutes les possibilités d'un art cinématographique 
élargi,, délivré enfin des sous-titres, augmenté de toutes les emotions sonores. [...] 
Lee mouvement cinégraphique, Ie rythme visuel, la coordination des objectifs, 
1'interpretationn optique restent acquis pour le film sonore.«137 

Whatt Feyder seems to be suggesting here is an enlarged art form in which some of 
thee hindrances and circumstancial coincidences like musical accompaniment can 
bee controlled in the sense of an artist wanting to control every aspect of his work. 
Alsoo discernible in his statement is a search for a cinema that could be called total 
inn the sense that André Bazin has suggested. While being despised by some 
theoreticianss like Rudolf Arnheim who had just worked out their theory on the 
artisticc capabilities of silent cinema, sound did fit into another tendency of the 
avant-garde,, namely to create a cinema that would not be bound and confined to 
screeningss without further effect, but that would metaphorically and literally move 
beyondd the limits of the auditorium space and continue its lif e beyond the narrow 
borderss of traditional art and entertainment. 

4.55 The myth of tota l cinem a 
[D]ie[D]ie  Modernsten haben imsja schon angedroht, 
nachstensnachstens mit Scheinwerfern reflektorische Spiele 

anan den Himmel zu werfen, statt w malen und zu zeichnen. 
DieserDieser Uchtkegel ist vielleicht ein graphisches Blatt 

ausaus dem Buche der zukünftigen Kunstgeschichte. 
RudolfRudolf Arnheim (1927)138 

Thee dream of total cinema is an old one - complete immersion has been dreamed 
upp long before the cinema came into existence and some have sought the roots of 
cinemaa in the dream of submersion in another reality.139 In his article »Le mythe du 
cinémaa total« André Bazin has reflected on this myth of origin for the cinema. For 
Bazin,, cinema was conceived mentally - »invented« as an idea so to speak - long 
beforee it came into existence as a technological fact, yet in practice the cinema 
remainss but a shadow of what it was meant to be. Bazin dreams of a total cinema: 

C'estt celui du réalisme integral, d'une recreation du monde a son image, une image 
surr laquelle ne péserait pas 1'hypothèque de la liberté d'interpretation de 1'artiste ni 
l'irreversibilitéé du temps. Si le cinéma au berceau n'eut pas tous les attributs du 
cinémaa total de demain, ce rut done bien a son corps defendant et seulement parce 
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quee ses fees étaient techniquement impuissantes a Ten doter en dépit de leurs 
désirs.140 0 

Forr Bazin, the silence of the silent cinema was only a coincidence and every 
additionn (sound, colour, widescreen) was a step towards the realisation of what 
cinemaa was meant to be. Hyperbolically, Bazin concludes his short essay mat »Le 
cinémaa n'est pas encore inventé!« Despite its problematic technological 
determinismm and teleological nature it is interesting to note how this myth of origin 
whichh is also a myth of imperfection (the cinema is not fulfillin g its promise) is 
beingg reiterated and played out in various advances from avant-garde filmmakers. 
Inn congruence with the avant-garde ideal of transforming and integrating lif e into 
art,, the film avant-garde often imagined overcoming the limiting dimensions of the 
screeningg situation: cinema going as a social event with all the rituals and 
expectationss that are part and parcel of it reduce the impact of the medium. The 
architecturall  disposition of the auditorium took away any possibility of interaction 
orr active participation, the style and manner of films in terms of narrative, editing 
reducedd the spectator to a more or less passive receiver of audio-visual cues, and 
thee promotion and selling of the cinema experience was geared towards keeping up 
thee status quo. Blowing up the cinema or taking film out of the cinema and into the 
streetss promised to interpellate and assault, to encounter and confuse people 
everywhere.. For those reasons many of the avant-garde activists dreamed up ways 
off  either total immersion inside the cinema theatre or total projection everywhere 
outside.. There are thus two strands to be found in the avant-garde dream of total 
cinema:: either the cinema itself should be expanded spatially and technologically 
inn order to make the experience in the auditorium as overwhelming and 
breathtakingg as possible or the cinema should be brought into the life and daily 
routinee of people, exiting the auditorium to encounter spectators in their daily 
routines.. Both avenues ultimately (and Ideologically) culminated in the Utopian 
ideaa of bringing life and art into congruence: either cinema wil l be lifelike and 
impossiblee to distinguish from our perception of reality or cinema will be 
everywheree around, again making it indistinguishable from the environment in 
whichwhich people live and move about. By pointing out a genealogy of total and 
expandedd cinema I want to show how the film avant-garde of the 1920s and 1930s 
engagedd with those dreams of complete immersion. 

Perhapss the most consistent experimenter in the direction of blowing up the 
traditionall  dispositif of the cinema, yet also the most contradictory figure on the 
marginss of the avant-garde and the art film is Abel Gance. He has often publicly 
actedd out the image of the misunderstood artist and genius ruined by the evil forces 
off  the film industry. In fact, there is another side of Gance that I would see as 
equallyy important: the technician, the engineer, the bricoleur. In this perspective on 
Gance,, his patents, technological developments and inventions become an integral, 
perhapss even the decisive part of his cinema. Gance imagined and tried to create a 
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cinemaa that was expanded in the sense that the avant-garde of the 1960s conceived 
off  it: Gance's cinema wanted to overwhelm and envelop, surround and enchant in 
visuall  as well as in aural ways. This overwhelming presence of cinema was not to 
bee achieved by means of narrative or image and sound alone, it required a 
transformation,, in effect an enlargement, of the cinematic apparatus. His ideas of 
polyvisions,, experiments with wide-screen, enhanced depth of the image, multiple 
projectionss and surround sound were begun in the 1920s and lasted for the whole 
durationn of his career until the post-war era. 

Gancee has always been a contradictory and controversial figure and 
remainss so in retrospect: On the one hand, Gance saw himself as an industrial 
designerr of mass communication, on the other he catered to the image of the 
misunderstoodd artist. After his initial successes with J'ACCUSE (FR 1918) and LA 
ROUEE (FR 1920-22) Gance spent considerable time researching what he called 
»visuall  languages His proposal of seeing film as a modern form of visual 
hieroglyphss relates on the one hand to research being done in Russian 
Constructivismm into the laws and rules of visual communication, on the other hand 
itt points forward to film theoretical concepts such as Christian Metz' attempt to 
formulatee the basis of film as a language system. Attempts at developing a 
universall  language were also a main-stay of the avant-garde in the first decades of 
thee Twentieth Century, in painting (Vasily Kandinsky, Paul Klee), in literature 
(Khlebnikov,, Hugo Ball, Kurt Schwitters, James Joyce) or in film (Hans Richter, 
Vikingg Eggeling). Yet, even within popular film this was a hot topic of debate as 
hass been demonstrated by Miriam Hansen.141 The result of Gance's experiments 
wass his monumental NAPOLÉON (FR 1925-27) which overflows with visual tropes. 
Thee film with its superimpositions, mobile shots, awkward camera angles and, of 
course,, with the famous triple screen employed at climactic moments has been 
calledd »an encyclopaedia of optical effects« (Kevin Brownlow). In various ways, 
Gancee tried to expand and exceed the limits of the conventional frame, addressing 
thee spectator in new and unexpected ways; or, as Gance himself put it: »Dès cette 
epoquee j'avais compris la nécessité de s'évader des limites ordinaires de Fécran. 
Lee cinéma muet était arrive aux limites extremes de ses enseignements. Pour ma 
part,, j'essayais de les dépasser. [...] Le triptyque avait le mérite d'enrichir 
1'alphabets1422 Gance saw the limits of the silent cinema in the rigid frames of 
recordingg and projection which he tried to overcome, but he remained within the 
confiness of the metaphor of a language of the cinema. Similar ideas were advanced 
att roughly the same time by visual artist and Bauhaus-teachet Lészló Moholy-
Nagy.143 3 

Forr NAPOLÉON he devised, developed and put into practice a system of 
threee overlapping images side-by-side that were shot simultaneously and projected 
synchronouslyy in the cinema. Gance's system was complicated and cumbersome 
andd only very few cinemas in major cities were able to project those films in the 
correctt format. In Paris, one of the leading avant-garde theatres permanently 
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installedd an apparatus for screening triptych films after the success of Abel Gance's 
NAPOLÉON,, to my knowledge a singular case: 

Laa veritable raison du Studio 28 étant d'etre un laboratoire dufilm, il ne comportera 
pass un orchestre animé de mouvements ascensionnels, une seule chose importe: la 
cabinecabine de projection photographique, et l'écran, qui d'une seule piece, s'étendra sur 
neuff  metres de largeur formant une vaste fresque murale au fond de la salie. [...] Le 
Studioo 28 est done la seule salle a Paris oü une cabine triptyque est installée d'une 
manieree permanente et toutes les recherches faites sur cette invention y seront 
poursuiviess par I'inventeur même: Abel Gance.144 

Thee author of this piece was none other than Jean Mauclaire, himself a protagonist 
off  the Parisian avant-garde scene as the owner and programme maker of the Studio 
28.28. Mauclaire also held the exclusive distribution rights to Abel Gance's triptych 
films.films. By converting his cinema to the triptych format he attempted to support the 
searchh for an essence of cinema that saw the aim realised in the orchestration of 
images.. Invariably, the idea of the laboratory returns with the artist-director as the 
engineerr - only here the place of the experiment shifts from the film studio to the 
cinema.. The avant-garde saw its activities as experiments that would lead the way 
too future developments. 

Thee triptych technique was also used for films which were not specifically 
madee for this dispositif SLS if to demonstrate the universal nature of the technology: 
J.C.. Mol's UIT HET RUK DER KRISTALLEN (NL 1927) was shown on a triple screen 
att the Studio 28 in February 1928.145 Again, this demonstrates how much the film 
avant-gardee is a phenomenon that is being active across a vast field and not limited 
too producing experimental films. The activities of the avant-garde are also to be 
seenn in exhibition, teaching, publishing, writing and curating exhibitions. 
Mauclairee even went as far as to claim that this new triple image would do away 
withh the typical musical accompaniment of the epoch. In the Studio 28 the 
experimentt was extended to sound accompaniment as the live orchestra was 
replacedd by mechanical music thanks to the triptych's overwhelming presence: 

Less possibilités du triptyque sont plus vastes encore, permettant 1'orchestration des 
images,, le triptyque tuera l'orchestre. Aussi n'emploierons-nous qu'une musique 
mécanique,mécanique, concession nécessaire pour preparer la transition trop brusque. Mais un 
jourr tres proche les salles ne posséderont qu'un écran et qu'une cabine. Le cinéma 
sufritt a lui-même. Le cinéma est une force qui se rit de ses adversaires.146 

Similarr to formalist theories such as that of Arnheim and others, Mauclaire argued 
forr a cinema that was characterised not by its realistic features and life-likeness, but 
byy those characteristics that lent the cinema a life of its own. Indeed, the 
orchestrationn of images could for Mauclaire do away with the orchestration of 
sound. . 
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Gance'ss NAPOLEON was one of the outstanding successes capable of 
crossingg from a limited avant-garde public to a more general audience like DAS 
CABINETT DES DR. CALIGARI (DE 1919/20, Robert Wiene), BERLIN, DIE SINFONIE 

DERR GROSSSTADT (DE 1926/27, Walter Ruttmann) or LA PASSION DE JEANNE 
D'ARCC (FR 1928, Carl Theodor Dreyer). It is therefore not surprising that 
Alexanderr Dovzhenko on his visit to Berlin147 was taken by Hans Richter to the 
cinemaa to watch this film which Richter compares favourably to Fritz Lang's 
METROPOLISS (DE 1925/26): »Wir besuchten gemeinsam die Premiere von Abel 
Gancess NAPOLÉON im Ufapalast am Zoo. So deprimierend und dumm der 
Monsterfilmm METROPOLIS vorher an derselben Stelle ausgesehen hatte, so 
groBartigg und intelligent offenbarte sich NAPOLÉON.«148 As remembered by 
Richter,, Dovzenko's enthusiasm culminates in ideas for a different kind of 
cinematicc dispositif when the Soviet director exclaimed on leaving the cinema: 

Wass ich machen möchte? Einen Film in Schnee und Eis, aber nicht nur auf drei 
Leinwandee vorn auf der Bühne, sondern überall projizierend. An der Decke, an den 
Seitenn und selbst im RUcken des Publikums. Es soil mit dem Helden Meren und sich 
mitt ihm am Feuer warmen, wahrend draufien die hungrigen Wölfe urn uns immer 
engeree Kreise ziehen. Die rohen, gefrorenen Fische zerreiBen wir mit den Zahnen, 
undd die erfrorenen Gesichter werden mit Schnee abgerieben. Das Publikum zittert, 
friert,, kommt wieder zu sich, fiihl t sich, fast erfroren, als Held.149 

Dovzenkoo already imagines the IMA X in the late 1920s or envisions today's 
experiencee economy« with its shopping malls, theme parks and amusement rides. 
Hiss synaesthetic totality went beyond representation in its traditional sense and 
envisionedd the cinema as a simulation of a different world. The eternal dream of 
creatingg a world that one can inhabit, being a God, is being replayed in today's 
mediaa concepts such as THE TRUMAN SHOW (US 1998, Peter Weir), IDIOTERNE 
(DKK 1998, Lars von Trier) or BIG BROTHER (NL 1999ff.) - creating a self-
containedd world with its own rules and parameters and watching it evolve. 

Afterr the laboriously long work on NAPOLÉON, Gance toyed with various 
projects,, but it was not until the middle of 1929 that he again turned towards a 
subjectt that gripped his imagination. He opted for LA FIN DU MONDE, based on a 
»ratherr quaint and tedious novel«150 by the French astronomer Camille Flammarion 
aboutt the last days of the earth before a comet destroys all lif e on the planet. The 
bookk has been described as a mixture of heavy-handed symbolism, spiritistic 
theories,, scientific speculation and Christian eschatology. Besides the scope of the 
project,, critics have speculated that there might have been a political reason for 
Gance'ss choice: the film features prominently an institution modelled on the 
Leaguee of Nations, an initiative that Gance supported. In the film, it is an 
internationall  institution that saves the day for humanity that has otherwise turned to 
sectss and spiritism. Here was a project which could demonstrate the necessity and 
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positivee effects of such institutions which were by contemporaries often seen as 
powerlesss constructions in which endless talk would lead to no visible result.151 

Thiss film was Gance's first sound film and as he had no previous 
experiencee with the new technology he turned for technical support to Walter 
Ruttmannn who had just finished his first sound film, MELODIE DER WELT (DE 
1928/29),, Ruttmann could be seen in many respects a similar figure to Abel Gance, 
alwayss struggling with his self-definition as an artist poised between 
constructivismm and a romantic cult of creative genius and in political terms equally 
difficul tt to pin down. Both were at the forefront of the emerging avant-garde 
movementt around 1927 after NAPOLÉON and BERLIN. DIE SINFONIE DER 
GROSSSTADTT had been met with enthusiastic responses. A couple of years later 
afterr the introduction of sound both had a sudden drop in reputation and their joint 
projectt might have contributed to it. The production of LA FIN DU MONDE (FR 
1930)) proved to be disastrous: despite an unusually large budget, the film soon ran 
intoo financial difficulties; sound technology was only in the process of being 
introducedd at the time in France, thus problems had to be solved on a pragmatic 
day-by-dayy basis. The film was finished without Gance's presence and the 
receptionn was catastrophic. Supporters of Abel Gance like film historian Kevin 
Brownloww are certain of the reasons for his downfall: here is the classic case of a 
filmmakerfilmmaker cut short by sound film as Gance never returned to the reputation and 
staturee he had enjoyed during the 1920s, as he never fully recovered from the 
terriblee blow inflicted by the failure of LA FIN DU MONDE. Here is a highly original 
geniuss killed by a combination of careless and money-greedy producers with 
imperfectt technology that the artist is only forced to use because of the folly of the 
uneducatedd audience. 

However,, the background story of LA FIN DU MONDE can also be told in 
anotherr way: what might have attracted Gance apart from the grandiose scope of 
thee project, was the possibility to do for sound what Napoleon had done for visuals: 
too present a caleisdoscopic encyclopaedia of every imaginable sound effect. Just 
likee the triptych was meant to enrich the visual possibilities of the silent film 
throughh new manners of construction, LA FIN DU MONDE innovated what Gance 
hass termed »perspective sonore«. This surround system avant la lettre was 
developedd for LA FIN DU MONDE and its technological achievements were 
conceivedd to contribute triumphantly to the success of the film. At the time when 
thee film was just about to go into production, on 13 August 1929 Gance deposited a 
patentt that described »perspectival sound«. Loudspeakers were to be placed in 
differentt locations of the cinema space: not only behind the screen as was usually 
thee case, but also on the sides of the auditorium, on the ceiling and on the floor. 
Thiss way, the auditorium space would become a truly three-dimensional space and 
thee film would be extended beyond the flat, two-dimensional surface of the screen. 
Inn fact, Gance had also experimented with various systems of enhanced depth in 
film,film,  early forms of three-dimensional cinema. Gance saw the cinema as a medium 
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thatt  should immerse the audience, by its force of story telling, by the choice for 
prototypicall  or  famous story and last but not least by its technological gadgets. 

Inn fact, the sound system was not ready for  the market yet, it lacked a 
seriouss testing phase and therefore it contributed to the catastrophic failur e of the 
film.film.  The practical problems with Gance's plans were not altogether  new. Even the 
projectionn of the NAPOLÉON-triptych s proved to be difficul t in practice; only very 
feww cinemas in big cities could screen them. Yet, NAPOLÉON functioned as a film 
withoutt  them and the contribution of the triptych s to the impact of the film  has in 
retrospectt  possibly been overestimated. The problem of LA FIN DU MONDE was that 
unlik ee his earlier  historical film many scenes simply did not work without the 
surroundd feeling that Gance had envisioned. The film  is largely a montage of 
reactionss to the imminent destruction of the earth; the tedious string of scenes 
lackingg narrativ e coherence becomes only understandable if you conceive of them 
ass scenes demonstrating the power  of a surround sound system. Thus, LA FIN DU 
MONDEE should not be judged by standards normally applied to ordinary narrativ e 
films,, it should be rather  seen as a promotional film  demonstrating the capabilities 
off  the new system. Gance continued his experiments with Polyvision and écrans 
variablesvariables into the 1950s when Hollywood had adapted a tamed version of his 
triptych ss in their  various wide-screen formats.152 

Thiss dream of immersion was meant to render  the cinema invisible through 
extension::  the cinematic apparatus should grow into the auditorium space and 
becomee so realistic that the representation would override the technology behind it. 
Thiss Utopian possibility has been continued, worked upon and extended in 
amusementt  parks and gaming arcades, but most importantl y in the efforts of the 
EMAXX company which could locate its genealogy in the avant-garde.153 Yet, there 
iss another  tendency of total cinema within the ranks of the avant-garde that wanted 
too abolish cinema altogether  or  at least to transform it beyond recognition. Film 
shouldd be taken to the streets and shops, to private homes and public events - or 
projectionn should get rid  of representational reality and be limited to include only 
forms,, lines and colours. Indeed, the first  daylight film  projectors that were able to 
takee film  out of the cinema building were developed and installed in the 1920s, 
mostlyy in department stores, museums or  exhibitions. Besides these commercial 
applications,, the avant-garde activists also devised alternative methods how to take 
filmfilm  out of the cinema and into other  walks of life. Implicitly , this conception also 
referss back to the relationship between auditorium space and screen space as two of 
thee most crucial variables of the cinema as dispositif.154 

Thee attempt of bringing cinema out of the auditorium space focused many 
tendenciess of »pre-cinematic films«, films that were not quite films yet or  films 
thatt  were thought up, but not made such as in the futurist colour  music of Carlo 
Carraa and Arnoldo Ginna in Italy (1910-1912), Duncan Grant' s Abstract Kinetic 
PaintingPainting with Collages (1914), a scroll to be moved synchronically through a light-
boxx to a Bach-piece, or  the serial paintings Rythme colore of Leopold Survage in 
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Francee (1912/13). Avant-gardistic ideas of overcoming traditional bourgeois 
distinctionss between art forms (especially between music and visual art) mixed 
withh fin-de-siècle conceptions of a synaesthetic Gesamtkunstwerk uniting all arts in 
onee single disposition. The musical analogy which I have discussed above implies 
aa similar conception of expanded cinema. Viking Eggeling shortly before his death 
thoughtt about »a system for the projection of light onto the clouds at night, based 
onn the still-to-be-developed theory of >Eidodynamics<.«155 Here, the cinema 
intersectss with much larger trends of a spatial-movement art - the abstract films of 
Richter,, Eggeling and Ruttmann are in this perspective much less singular events; 
rather,, they come out of a tradition of revolutionising visual arts, sculpture, music 
andd architecture. The central and common element unifying these trends is the 
concentrationn on light as the main medium of a new art.156 Not coincidentally, all 
threee had very strong ideas about musical accompaniment to their films (or silence 
ass in the case of Eggeling). Ruttmann collaborated with composer Max Butting on 
scoress for his films while Fischinger started off with musical pieces which he 
wouldd then visually illustrate. Eggeling specifically asked for a complete 
suppressionn of sound (another strong idea on the relationship between visual and 
aurall  elements in the cinema) while Richter collaborated in 1928 and 1929 
intenselyy with composer in his commissions by the music festival Baden-Baden. 
Thus,, while it is possible to argue for the film avant-garde that »independent 
experimentss [...] before 1925 are few and far between«157, this leaves out the larger 
contextt in which the attempts with scroll paintings and coloured projection, 
movablee stages and light sculptures, serial painting and musical visualisations 
contextualisee the »absolute films«. 

Inn his early years Oskar Fischinger collaborated with composer and 
musiciann Alexander Laszlo who had written a treatise on coloured light music158, a 
trendd which had resulted in hundreds of public shows and written reactions all 
throughh the 19*  Century and well into the 20th.159 Laszlo toured successfully 
throughh Germany with a light organ and films prepared by Fischinger in the mid-
19208.. Fischinger continued these experiments into multiple projections with 
combinationss of abstract moving colours and shapes with static slides accompanied 
eitherr by music specifically composed by Erich Korngold or a percussion group.160 

Fischingerr continued his experiments well into the 1950s: 

Later,, when Fischinger was disillusioned with the film industry because of the 
Hollywoodd studios' refusal to give him creative control, he hoped to strike gold by 
inventingg a Lumigraph, a piano that projected colours onto a screen. He imagined 
thatt every good bourgeois home would like a Lumigraph next to the piano.161 

Itt was the post-war avant-garde that would take up this challenge from their 
predecessors,, albeit without truly acknowledging the debt to these innovators. 

Manyy of these devices and experiments are now largely forgotten such as 
thee experiments of the loner Alexander Laszlo or the trials at the Bauhaus where 
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ideass of overcoming traditional boundaries between the arts was one of the drivin g 
forcess behind the endeavour. The Bauhaus-teachers Kur t Schwerdtfeger 
(Farbenlichtspiel,(Farbenlichtspiel, DE 1921-23) and Ludwig Hirschfeld-Mack (Reflektorische 
Farbenspiele,Farbenspiele, DE 1921-23) worked on similar  ideas of projecting (coloured) light 
inn conjunction with musical and stage experiments. Both presented performances 
ass part of the matinee Der absolute Film  in Berlin in 1925. In a similar  way 
ENTR'ACT EE (FR 1924) was originally conceived as an intermission in Francis 
Picabia'ss avant-garde ballet Ballet Suédois presenting Rel&che in Paris162 while 
Erwinn Piscator  regularly used projection technology as part of his theatre 
productions.1633 These films were prepared by protagonists of the German avant-
gardee movements such as Albrecht Viktor  Blum, George Grosz, Leo Lania, Svend 
Noldann and others.164 There are more examples in the 1920s of composite events 
combiningg stage and film. 165 One of the more obvious problems for  these 
projectionss was the fleeting nature of a complicated set-up that was put together  for 
onee show only and dismantled afterwards. In contrast, film  is a relatively stable 
technology::  even decades later  one can still revive and project a film  (under  the 
conditionn that it has not suffered too much from poor  storage). 

Probablyy one of the most famous apparati devised to »explode« the cinema 
wass Moholy-Nagy's kinetic sculpture »light-space-modulator« (»kinetische 
Skulpturr  Licht-Raum-Modulator«) , immortalised in his film  LICHTSPIEL 
SCHWARZ-Wmss-GRAUU (DE 1931/32). The construction comes out of a traditio n 
thatt  attempted to create a composite art from music, light, colour  and movement in 
aa three-dimensional space.166 The development of the »light-space-modulator« was 
greatlyy aided in terms of financing and technology by one of the leading German 
manufacturerss of electronic equipment and technology, AEG (Allgemeine 
ElektrizitütsElektrizitüts Gesellschaft, established 1883). This company was interested in a 
devicee for  projecting mobile advertisement from moving vehicles such as trains, 
cars,, or  buses. The underlying idea was to mobilise advertisements, to use the city 
ass a projection screen and especially those objects or  vehicles already moving 
throughh the city as projection boothes. Whil e traversing streets and squares the 
movingg projector  on the bus, car  or  tram would project images or  slogans on 
objects,, buildings and people. Moholy-Nagy combined two important strands here: 
onn the one hand stands the fascination for  the city as the locus classicus of 
modernityy and modernism, the city as cause and effect of the fundamental 
transformationss brought about in perception and experience. On the other  hand is 
thee idea to expand and explode the cinema that is clearly visible in the classical 
avant-garde,, but that only got broader  notice after  World War Two when Gene 
Youngbloodd coined the term ^expanded cinema«167 and experiments at Knokke 
andd elsewhere introduced a wider  public to these ideas. Moholy-Nagy*s film 
LICHTSPIE LL  SCHWARZ-WEISS-GRAU (DE 1931/32) can thus be seen as a first 
demonstrationn of the machine, rather  a tria l run of a propaganda machine that was 
nott  intended for  the cinema in the ordinary sense. Seen in this light, a film 
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normallyy referred to as an avant-garde classic acquires a wholly new genealogy and 
iss inserted into the lineage of the industrial film or the documentary when we view 
thee result as documenting light and shadow.168 Moholy-Nagy's interest in light as a 
mediumm of expression is complemented by his choice of subject matter in his other 
filmss which deal with the city and the conditions of living offered to different 
groups:: IMPRESSIONEN VOM ALTEN MARSEILLER HAFEN (DE 1929), BERLINER 
STILLLEBENN (DE 1930), and GROSSSTADTZIGEUNER (DE 1932). Later on, 
architecturee was added as a topic, but similarly mirroring his concerns with living 
conditionss and constructivist preoccupations about social engineering: 
ARCHITEKTURKONGRESSS ATHEN (DE 1933) and NEW ARCHITECTURE AT THE 

LONDONN ZOO (GB 1936).169 

Lett us return to our point of departure in this short account of expanded 
cinemaa avant la letter. For Bazin, the inventors and industrialists who capitalised 
thee new medium - the Edisons and Lumières - only belong to a side line of film 
andd cinema history. Those who count are the fanatics who give everything for 
approachingg the myth of total cinema: 

Less fanatiques, les maniaques, les pionniers désintéressés, capables comme Bernard 
Palissyy de brQler leurs meubles pour quelques secondes d'images tremblotantes, ne 
sontt ni des industriels ni des savants mais des possédés de leur imagination. Si Ie 
cinémaa est né, c'est de la convergence de leur obsession; c'est-a-dire d'un mythe, 
celuii  du cinéma total.110 

Itt is those »men obsessed by their own imaginings« that we find in the circles of 
thee avant-garde, following stubbornly this Bazinian myth which proved unful-
fillable,, yet whose pursuit brought about some of the most interesting examples of 
avant-gardee activity. Even in later years these ideas did not die, but they went 
undergroundd and resurfaced at certain points in history. Not coincidentally, 
Alexanderr Hammid, one of the key figures of the Czech avant-garde scene in the 
1930ss worked with Francis Thompson on several early IMAX films in the 1960s 
madee for Expos or other events such as To BE ALIVE! (1964), TO THE FAIR (1965), 
WEE ARE YOUNG / NOUS SOMMES JEUNES (1967) or US (1968).171 

4.66 Conclusio n 
DasDas Zusammenfallen von Institution und Gehalten enthiillt die 

gesellschaftlichegesellschaftliche Funktionslosigkeit als Wesen der Kunst in der 
bürgerlichenbürgerlichen Gesellschaft und fordert damit die Selbstkritik der 
KunstKunst heraus. Es ist das Verdienst der historischen Avantgarde-

bewegungen,bewegungen, diese Selbstkritik praktisch geleistet zu haben. 
PeterPeter Burger (1974)172 

Myy discussion of several facets of the avant-garde - publishing, teaching, 
exhibitions,, theory formation, and the Utopia of a cinema expanded beyond the 
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limit ss of the screen and reaching into the lif e of the spectators - was aimed at least 
inn three directions: firstly , to show how the avant-garde was a broad cultural and 
politicall  movement that was much more than a handful of »masterworks« or 
»classics«« characterised by formal experiments. Avant-garde culture encompassed 
exhibitionss and publishing, teaching and theorising and activism in many different 
directions.. Secondly, this wide field cannot be seen as merely a context or  as an 
ancillaryy or  secondary activity aimed at supporting the films, but the whole strategy 
off  the avant-garde was geared towards a restructurin g of cinema as an institution. 
Forr  that reason the avant-garde formed media strategies that were aimed at a 
transformationn of the social and political order. Thirdly , from an archaeological 
perspectivee the attempts at overcoming the standard set-up of the cinema, the 
traditiona ll  dispositif aptly demonstrates the far-sighted nature of the avant-garde: 
whatt  was at stake was not an experimental technique or  a formal innovation, but 
thee cinema in its totality . Looked at from today, they were indeed our avant-garde. 
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